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HOW THE STRIKING MINERS, DRIVEN FROM THEIR LITTLE HOMES BY THE MILITIA, ARE LIVING
IN UNHEALTHFUL MAKESHIFT CAMPS.
r
ARCTIC PARTY
LEAVES FOR
NORTH
and (hut we were going to have
trouble.
"Just as we not to Holly Grove" he
said, "I heard two shots that seemed
to come from the camp. One window
ii1 tlie car was broken and a second
later a fusilade, both from the train
and from the camp was on. I shot,
just as everybody else did."
Here Senator Martins clashed with
the lawyers. Air. Morton and Attor-
ney Vinson remonstrated excitedly
WEST VIRGINIA
HEARINGS TO
CLOSE
SENATE COMMITTEE MUST RETURN
AIiininQ demanded:
DR. STEFANSSON AND COMRADES
LEAVE FOR THREE YEARS' STAY
IN ARCTIC OCEAN-W- ILL SEARCH
FOR ARCTIC CONTINENT.
TO WASHINGTON AND PROSE
INTO COAL STRIKE.S!TUAT10N
CLOSES
in your conscience, do yon
of the use of a machine gun
to shoot up a village inhabited by
defenseless women and children.'
While the lawyers argued over the.
question Senator Martine shouted, "1
H ank God I am not a lawyer."SENATOR MARTINE
GOES ON THE WARPATH
j EXPEDITION FITTED
OUT BY CANADATELEPHONE GIRLS m
GO ON STRIKE
IN ST LOUIS Victoria. C. C, June 17. Adjust-
ment of her compass was all that re-
mained to be done on board the whaler
Karluck this morning before she left
to carry Dr. Villijar Stefausson's geo-- I
graphic and exploring expedition into
(the arctic for a three years' stay.
Charleston, W. Va., June 17. With
scores of witnesses called to tell the
n ine operators side of the labor con-
troversy in the Paint creek and Cabin
creek districts, the senate hear'tigs
here will end tomorrow. Senator
Swan, chairman of the committee, de-
clared today that the situation In
Washington demanded the presence
of the committee and that It would be
necessary to leave Charleston at the
tarliest possible moment.
St. Louis, Mo., June 17. Girl tele-
phone operators in the employ of the
Southwestern Telephone company
(Bell) struck today. Officials of the
company said that less than 50 per
cent of the girls quit work, but union
officials say the strike affected all the
Bell exchanges In the city.
Conflicting reports were given out
at company and union headquarters
AH tn th lllinihui' f it..-- -
Captain Robert Jlartlett who icom-rnand-
Peary's ship Roosevelt, mas-
ter of the Karluck, said his ship
would be steaming north before night,
through the inside passage toward
Cross Channel, where she will turn
westward and head for Unimak Pass,
tho entrance to Bearing sea.
b11 la "aiivculout. At union headquarters it was
' said that all the twenty-thre- e opera-- I
tors at the Sidney exchange had quit
work. The company reported that
The Karluck's first port of call will
be Xome, Alaska, where she is ex--
pected to arrive about July 7 and
'await the coming of Dr. Stefansson
News of critical conditions in the
hills continued to come into Charles-
ton today. All the union officials de-
clared they were doing their best to
keep the men on Paint Creek and
Cabin creek at work. They asserted
that some fifty men who participated
in strike meetings on Sunday were
discharged and that the men were
only seven had struck there.
Trouble between the Bell company
and its St. Louis employes has been
brewing for several weeks, aud
early today it was apparent that a
crisis was near.
and Dr. R. M. Anderson, who will
travel from Seattle by mail steamer.
Stefansson does not expect to leavj
Xome until July 20, as the ice con-
ditions in the Arctic ocean would pre-
vent the expedition making much
headway if it passed through Bering
rapid in getting others to leave their
work. The operators in town said
they were having no difficulty with
their plans. The union officials have
By Staff Photographer V II. IMirbnrough-Thi-
Strikers' Camp is One of the Large Ones at Holly Grove. Note the Unsanitary Conditions Rubbish and Garbage on the Ground Immediately
Surrounding the Tents. There is Absolutely no Provision Made, Either, for the Disposition of Sewage.
strait before then.
Dr. Stefansson called attention to
SECOND DAY'S
CELEBRATION
ON AT BERLIN
called a meeting for tomorrow of tho
executive board of District No. 29, j
which covers the big New River coal
field. They declare that a strike wlllj
undoubtedly be voied on at all of thrt
day to his letter of instructions from
the Canadian government, which Is
financing the expedition.
The letter says: "While every pre-
caution should be taken for the lives
EDITORS BEGIN
ANNUAL SESSIONLOBBYING IS'SMALLP0X prevalent
nnnnrn aiua IN MEXICAN WAR of the parfy, the safety of the vesselis not so important."Colorado Springs, Colo., June 17. jCloser organization and the consld-- !
SUFFRAGETTES
SENTENCED
TO LABOR
mines in the New River field which
fail to make an agreement with tho
union.
A worthy controversy between C. C.
Watts, of counsel for the operators,
and Senator Martine cnHvered tie
opening of today's session. Senator
Martine was examining Dr. J. W. Ash-b-
physician for the Cabin Creek Con-
solidated Coal company, as the sani-
tary conditions in the strike zone. Dr.
j BOTH SIDES NOW FIGHT COMMON ENEMY.
' FEDERALS ARRANGIN6 TO HARRASS
Berlin, June 17. "The day of the
people" yesterday, in the celebration
of the completion of 25 years reign
by Emperor William, was succeeded
today by that of the allied sovereigns
of the federated states of the empire.
These rulers including the mayors
of the three city republics (Ham-
burg, Bremen and Lubeck), present-
ed their congratulations to their col-
league and leader at the castle.
The royalties gathered at noon in
IWtK oAT5
SMITH
This means, Dr. Stefansson pointed
out, that the government thoroughly
understands the nature of the work
and is prepared for risks. He added
(bat attainment of the object of the
expedition is of greater importance
than the safety of the vessel, or even
the safety of the men.
The Stefansson Arctic expedition,
whose expenses are paid entirely by
the Canadian government, differs from
STATE TROOPS BY CUTTING UP
RAILROADS.
eration of effective methods of pro-
moting the business interests of the
members with possibly the establish-
ment of an advertising agency were
urged by President A. D. Moffett, of
Elwood, Ind., of the National Press
Associallon of America, at the open-
ing session of the twenty-eight- h an
MICHIGAN SENATOR SAYS THEREDr. Ashby said sanitary condition's i
the pillar hall of the castle and to Douglas. Arizona, June 17. Mexican jfederal soldiers, disguised as labor-- 1
nual convention of the association
SIX LEADERS OF ENGLAND'S MILI-
TANT VOTES FOR WOMEN ORGAN-
IZATION DRAW FROM 6 TO 18
MONTHS AT HARD LABOR.
ALWAYS HAS BEEN AND ALWAYS
WILL BE LOBBIES.-T- HAT THEY
HAVE A RIGHT TO BE THERE. f
today The! uuici iiuuu- unueriKiii,
,).,,.!,,., ihaiin that its objects are practical and
which convened here
BUK!rtoliu! wye .made
itween Columbus, 5.. and Nogules, I
Arizona, in small mim: . ; Jt-- 1
teniion was attracted until today it j course of a response to addresses of
were "as good as they were anywhere
hlso around mines." The senator
contradicted this statement and when
lie and the witness engaged in an ar-
gument Mr. Watts Interfered. ...........
"Mr! Chairman, I object to the sen-
ator, who is supposed to be sitting as
a fair judge," he shouted, "brow-beatin- g
and bullying this witness. He
should not take advanage of his posi
night will be present at a state ban-
quet presided over by the emperor.
The pillar hall is situated in the
pnrtioa dewnfpd: private apart-
ments of the imperial family and
was chosen to enable the Empress
Augustus Victoria, who is indisposed
to participate with the emperor in
the reception of the German rulers.
commercial, its purposes are to learn
whether a polar continent exists; to
map the islands already explored east
of the mouth of the MacKenzle river:
to make a collection of Arctic flora
and fauna; to survey the channels
among the islands in the hope of es-
tablishing trade routes; to make a
was learned that nearly a hundred
of these men are organizing in the
mountains south of this border point
with the supposed purpose of cutfing
the railways and harrasslng the state
troops controlling the entire northern
HE APPROVES OF
PRESIDENTIAL INFLUENCE
welcome by Mayor C. L. McKesson, of
Colorado Springs, and I. N. Stevens
of Denver, i
"Changed and changing conditions
have created a demand for some-
thing more than mere association,"
said President Moffett.
ANNOUNCE WILL GO
ON HUNGER STRIKE
tion as a senator of the United j The prince regent of Bavaria acted
as spokesman at the noon meeting.'
He said that the emperor, as director geological survey of the islands, which
States."
Senator Martine leaped to his feet
ond shouted: "! am a senator of the
portion of the state of Sonora. The
expeditions are said to have been or-- London, June 17. Six of the most
ganized at El Paso, Texas. American prominent leaders of the militant s
arriving here report a criti- - j regette's organizations and one of their
cal condition in both insurgent andjma)e supporters, were today foundfederal camps in southern Sonora J, tilt ?H ilio Pontral nHmintil fnitrt
"The low rates paid for advertising are believed to contain copper and
by the middlemen and tlie large prof-- j other minerals, and to study the
its made through it is well known. Blonde Esquimos of Coronation Gulf,
There is a growing and persistent be- - on the mainland south of Victorialand.
Washington, I). C, June 17. Sena-
tor William Alden Smith of Michigan,
declared before the senate lobby in-
vestigating committee today that the
clause in the sundry civil bill, now
of the foreign policy of- - the German
empire, had shown himself to be an
upholder of peace and at the same
time an upbuiider of the empire's
ITnited States ai.d I'm exercising my
irerogatives as a senator. You gentle-- i
nxn with wealth and power at your
might. awaiting President Wilson's signature !ere smallpox is prevalent. Poor0f conspiracy to commit malicious lief among our members that anagency for the handling of foreign
advertising should be established. J
cemmand should provide sanitary con-
ditions to protect the lives of these
working men."
exempting labor unions and farmers 'sanitation is blamed. . Mining men re- - Idamage to property. The trial lasted
organizations from prosecution under Port tnet's of minerals from American several days.
the Sherman anti-trus- t law, represent- - (Properties. Squatter operators, with Tho women were officials of the
Xo effort will be made to reach the
r.orth pole, that will be rleft to Amund-
sen, who will sail into the Arctic next
summer. Xo attempt will be made
to bring back any of the blonde es-
quimos, or to open their country to
civilization, which, Stefansson says,
would destroy them. The expedition
expects to return to Nome in Septem-
ber, 1916, but may be carried to Green
PRESCOTT DOCTOR
U. S. MAY BUILD R. R.
IN ALASKA
"West Virginia," interrupted Mr.
Watts, "does not need to go to th'5
mosQuito ridden swamps of New
eu rne worn or a lobby. ,UD buhuus jaumueB are saia 10
The American Federation of Labor, ?e4 C0'lvftiuK the silver and gold ores
he had intf 'rm wh,ch 08,1 be ra!eddeclared, lobbied for the ex- -
Women's Social and Political Union,
while the man was Edward Clayton,
an analytical chemist. The jury hand-
ed in a recommendation for mercy ON TUBERCULOSISemntinns. nlthnnMi Hnmcl f!r.mo l""- - " "' u".v.Jersey to learn sanitation."
"Both Senator Martine and Mr. June 1 7. An in the cases of Miss Lake, Miss Len-inox- ,
and Miss Barrett.Watts were arguing heatedly when SENATOR CHAMBER! AIN INTRODUCFS Rll I land crossing the north pole on theSenator Kenyon interrupted
the senator said, had admitted to him
that it was class legislation, a term
former President Taft used in vetoing
the bill last Bpring.
"The very bill on the president's
autograph letter from the German
emperor recognizing the Mexican ad-
ministration was placed in the hands
of Provisional President Huerta to
"Either stop this or let's adjourn,'" I
The sentences Imposed on the mili-
tant suffragettes were: Miss Annie
Kennedy, 18 months; Mrs. Beatrice
TO AUTHORIZE THE GOVERNMENT TO
CONSTRUCT INLINE. PRESIDENT AP
PROVES OF THE IDEA.
M. JOHN w. ntm mis SMjw?i Ste tMmm, com.
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION OF HIS "REST posed of the old barkentine rigged
CURE" NEW PRESIDENT IS INSTALLED 1?he said, and Senator Swauson tookcommand of the situation. SenatorSwanson defended tho position of Sen-ator Martine and reprimanded Mr.
Watts.
Saunders, 1$ months: Miss Harriet
Kerr. 12 months; Miss Rachael Bar-
rett, 9 months; Miss Agnes Lake and
Miss Laura Lennox, C months each:
Edward Clayton, 21 months.
Washington, D. C, June 17. A bill
to provide for the building of a rail
desk this morning," he said, "was put
through by a lobby of labor organiza-
tions; they knew there is class legis-
lation in it. Samuel Gompers admit-
ted to me that it was class legisla-
tion and that Is the kind of lobby I
think exists.
"Of course the American Federa-
tion of Labor has a lobby here. I dont'
condemn it. They have a right to be
here; so have the sugar people and
the steel people and tho others. I
day by Herr Von Kardoff, the charge
d'affairs of the German legation.
SALE OF NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL WATCHED
CONGRESSMAN FERGUSSON WILL DEMAND
THOROUGH INVESTIGATION OF ANY!
tons, which is already in the north
and will meet the Kartuck at Xome.
From Nome the ships will proceed
north through Bering strait into the
Arctic ocean during the brief period
of open water, and head east to Beu-for- t
sea. It 18 reported that a conti-
nent exists north of the sea and the
Kartuck will steer due north and seek
this land.
All the ' prisoners were committed
to the third division, which entails
hard labor. Each defendant was or
Minneapolis, Minn., June 17. The
American Medical Association met
for the opening session of its sixty-fourt- h
annual convention at the audi-
torium today.
Dr. John Witherspoon of Nashville,
Tenn., president of the association,
was installed, taking charge of the
program and delivering his annual
road in Alaska by the United States
government was introduced today by
Senator Chamberlain.
Government construction has re-
ceived the approval of President Wil-
son and the measure probably will
have his active support at this ses-
sion. Cordova, the present terminal
dered to pay h of the costs
of the prosecution and was bound
over to keep the peace for a year
Quinn Morton, who owns several
mines on Cabin creek, and who was
charged by Lee Calvin, former mine
.guard, with participating in the at-
tack on Molly Grove with the armored
train, was examined at length as to
the negotiations which preceded the
strike. He eaid the contracts for the
output of his mines were made in 1910
and ran for five years. This precluded
his paying the increase in wages de-
manded by the miners. He went into
detail on the miners' demands and re-
plies of the operators and said the
address. Welcoming addresses wereafter the period of Imprisonment.With the exception of Mrs. Saun-
ders, all the women loudly proclaim
think there is a very considerable
lobby here; there always has been made by state, city and university offiALLEGED WRONG DOING IN SALE OF
CENTRAL. cials.and always will be, and I think it is CHICAGO WOMANKILLS HERSELF
IN LONDON
of the Copper River and Northern
railroad, on Controller bay, and Sew-
ard, on Resurrection bay, the pres-
ent terminus of the Alaskan North-
ern railroad, have been considered as
the probable terminals for the great
system the government would be au
ed their intention of going on a "hun
ger strike."
London, June 17. An Impassioned
speecii in defense of the outrages com-
mitted by militant suffragettes, was
appropriate and has a right to be
here.
"In everything I have done here,
since I have been here, I have en- -
Washington, June 17. Alleging a
conspiracy between the Santa Fe
Following the opening program ad-
dresses were made by several visiting
physicians.
Rest in bed is the greatest curative
agent there is in cases of active tuber- -
culosis of the lungs, according to a
paper by Dr. John V. Fllnn, of Pros-cott- ,
Ariona. Dr. Flinn, whose subject
was pulmonary tuberculosis, said:
London, June 17. Suicide while Jlight settled down to a question ofrecognition of the union.
Senator Martine interrupted Sir.
thorized to construct.
With the Panama canal machinery
couiuereu me loooy u noesn t uo me company aim me fneips- - deijevered today at the Central crim- -
any harm. I encountered it in the Dodge company, owners of the El mal court bv Mls8 Annie Kennedy.Titanic investigation and the Mexl- - Paso & Southwestern, and probably who Wil8 0 trial for conspiracy. Hercan revolution. They are here and j the Rock Island lines, Congressman Lress seemed to enliven the pro-the-have a right to be here." j H. B. Fergusson, of New Mexico, has L,ofIin ,, w mnMnr words
Morton's story of negotiations to de-
mand that he tell what he knew ol
temporarily insane is the verdict of
the coroner's jury today at Westmin-
ster on Mrs. Viole McKenna Hudson
of Chicago, who was found dead in
her flat near Victoria station Sunday.
The evidence indicated that she
was in financial straits. She borrow-
ed some cash on Saturday last in or- -
"One or two months in bed are
necessary to the treatment, of all
on hands, members of the senate ter-
ritories committee, estimated that in
case of emergency, such as a naval
campaign in the Pacific, a railroad
could be built into the Behring coal
fields near Controller bay, within
three weeks.
Senator Smith added that he knew j interviewed the department of jus- - 'created a real impression.John Norris of the and commerce!"newspaper peo-;tic- e the interstate Greater interest was taken in to-- i
pie" had been here for free print pa-- j commission, with a view to having !daJ.'s proceedings than in any pre-- 'Per." ithem investigate the reported plan of ut,.p f the trial The ontrance
cases. If the disease is very active
the patient should be fed by a nurse
r.nd treated as in typhoid fever. Bed der to cable to the Northern Trust"He was for it and I was against the Santa Fe railway to buy the New- - of the accused, Miss Harriet Kerr,
It, said the senator. Mexico Central railroad, now in the Mlg8 AgneB Lake, Miss Rachel Barrett,' treatment should be continued until
a hands of a receiver, and put the road j Miss Beatrice Sanders, Miss Annie temperature and pulse have both beenI. normal little time and
"I own a paper but I am more of
. - . for someprotectionist than a newspaper man," i out of commission Kennedy, Ansa Laura lennox anu ia-- i . is nearly normal. The restne auaea. lemperance people'' nacl The New urovi i'o,,tni i t i,:.i m.vtnn
the armored train attack on Holly
Grove camp. Mr. Morton described
arranging for the trip with Sheriff
Bonner Hill and buying thirty-on- e
rifles in Charleston to arm the men
01: the train. Mr. Morton asserted
that before the train reached Holly
Grove the lights were turned down on
the train because Sheriff Hill said the
train was likely to be "shot up." Sher-
iff Hill was in charge of the train, ac-
cording to Morton. He said he saw a
cabin crowded with women and child-
ren Just before the train reached Hol-
ly Grove. "It was our belief" he said,
' that women and children had been
removed from there by the miners
i maintained a lobby in Washington. --found the court room
PRESIDENTIAL NOMINA- -
TION8 SENT TO SENATE.
Washington, D. C, June 17 X
President Wilson today made the
following nominations:
treatment of tuberculosis has been at-
tended with brilliant, results."
The lack of modern facilities afford- -iou uoui
nuauu any ouious sig- - gust, and Congressman Fergusson, it crowded,
nificance to the lobby, do you?" ask- - ha sain hao ioo.,0 h,t hn o . Aim Kennoiv in h inii
company in Chicago for money. She
left a will scribbled on an envelope
bequeathing a thousand pounds to an
Oxford undergraduate, George Her-
bert, and another thousand pounds to
Bertha Belle Ferguson of 314 West
100th street New York, and the re-
mainder to "my beloved daughter,
Viola Hudson, 419 Prairie avenue,
Chicago."
George Herbert who saw Mrs. Hud-
son on Sunday morning said that she
seemed quite cheerful at that time.
ed Senator Walsh. Fe system would be probably the onlv lasserted that the action of the Ulster pd .by ho8f"te in th smaller commu- -X Ambassador to Italy, Thomas
"I do not. It is obstinate and often bidder at the salei this b(3ing fore. Unionists and the speeches of cabinet ';tllllps an Phouses in theNelson Page, of Virginia. X up dwelling smallerunwise nut mese people nave a rlgnt j shadowed by a letter recently pub-- 1 ministers, who, she said, had assertedX Minister to Switzerland, Pleas- - X Ilished at. Santa Fe. N. M.. purporting jthat the unenfranchised were Justified j was discussed wn'tnlfX ant A. Stovall, of Georgia. X A. Hornsbyto have been written bv attornevs at in rebelling in order to get their
of Chicago. : ," .: . . , ,.v .
tu utr ucio nun uc ut til 14 .
Senator Smith said he approved of
the use of influence by presidents. He
said that every president since Cleve-
land had undertaken to influence leg-
islation, and added that if he had
been in the White House he would
have done the same thing.
the alleged request of an official of grievances remedied, furnished ample
the Santa Fe, inquiring if the sale i warrant for the course pursued by the
could be made so as to permit the pur- - militant suffragettes,
chaser to tear up the rails of the!UPSET OIL STOVE SPANKING
BOY AND FIRE WIPES OUT TOWN
HOT WEoflTHER CONTINUES
EAST OF ROCKY MOUNTAINStsxxxxxtxxSENATOR FALL WOULD
REPEAL LAW.
X Washington, D. C, June 17. V
X Senator Fall of New Mexico to- -
day introduced a resolution
X which would repeal the law X
New Mexico Central. However, at-
torneys hold that such a result would
be absolutely impossible under the
Sherman anti-trus- t law.
Congressman Fergusson insists that
the information which he has at hand
is sufficient to warrant his demand- -
Cholera Raging Among Balkan Troops
Salonikl, June 17. Cholera is mak-
ing progress among the Bulgarian
troops at various points and at Maco-ni- a
hundreds of cases are reported at
the military hospital and many re
were destroyed. The loss will reach
$12,000. The flames spread so rapid-
ly that nearly all of the business sec-
tion was wiped out Firemen from
three towns were summoned and fin-
ally checked the flames with dyna-
mite.
Montlcelle. N. T., June 17. Mrs. B.
Wolfe, of Ferndale, Sullivan county,
near here, tried to spank her young
son today and in so doing upset an
oil stove. In the fire that followed,
twelve business houses and three
dwelling's Including the Wolfe house,
which permitted former Presi- - XI
Washington, D. C June 17. The .routhern New England, the upper Ohio
heat wave prevailing from the Rocky valley and south portion of the Lake
Mountains to the Atlantic coast promi- - region. Slightly lower temperatures
ses to continue for the next 48 hours, tonight and Wednesday are forecast
The only parts of the heat stricken for them. Today promises tempera-territor- y
where any relief may be ex-- tures almost record-breakin- east of
pected are the middle Atlantic states, j Denver.
ing a complete investigation of the X
sult fatally. The civil population Is
matter by the government at Wash- - dent Taft to forbid exportation X
ington, and he intends to press for an X to Mexico. X
inquiry. SXXXJSJSXX3SX3Jalso much affected.
r7
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EE ALARPONTFACE DISGRACEFUL
8 m1THGood Old Potatoes
WANT TO KNOW
ABOUT MONEY
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY M'ADOO
IS BEING ASKED HOW BANKS ARE TO
GET A SHARE OF THAT $500,000,000!
TIME fc&l
TO Jk JJBUY JOAT--
PROGRESSIVES ARE
READY TO TAKE
THEJEAD
IN THE ENACTMENT OF A CURRENCY
BILL AT THE PRESENT SESSION
OF CONGRESS OPEN .SESSIONS
DEMANDED.
THE PRESIDENT SEEMS
.
TO HAVE MEMORY LAPSE
Urge Scabs Would Form, Fester
and Break. Itching and Burning.
' Kept from Sleeping. Cuticura
Soap and Ointment Cured.
Pious Falls, 8. D. "My troublo of Bkln
dlseaso starUKl mnrety aa a rash on my flue
and neck, but It grew and kept getting
85c Per Cut RESOLVED
'MTU orr t.rr adc m.AVX
k
k
k
w
n
KIQ Ar.TArr A- - v a . r--
(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C., June 17. Many
inquiries have come to the secretary
of the treasury asking how banks arc
to secure a share of the $500,000,000
emergency currency which Mr. o
announced is printed and stored
in the treasury vaults ready for issue
under the terms of the
law.
This is how:
The currency can he Issued only
worse until larno scaDS
would form, fester and
break. This was just on
tho ono side or my face,
but it soon scattered to the
other side. 1 Buttered a
great deal especially at
ni(!ht on account of It Itch-
ing and burning. 1 would
scratch it and of course that
The interests or
Our, "Patcons andGROCERY GOITER AWAKE TbWfW IS
. TheWashington, June liIFECOHsTJl! 40. in the house offi,iiiri, nntlfinnl rMivrencv associa-- 1 B1,t B NEW AND UP ToPATtT.WE ARE NOTASVZEP.
BU'C RICHTON TIME
promptly Belied the opportunitytions. These are associations of na-j-"-
offered by President WHson s ins.:-wit-tional banks formed in compliance the enactment ol a curren-o-uponmeth-!"- "andthe law. The purpose
for operating these associations 'T bill at this session to emphas.ze the
was described by Mr. Aldrich himself ""'J "c
licity in the public business. At thein the senate, as follows:
WoodCoal
Irrit .ted It very much. This rash was on
my l ies for about two years sometimes
breaking out lots worse and forming largor
sores. It kept mo from sleeping day or
niglit for a couple of months. My face
looked disgraceful, and I was almost ashamed
to be by my friends.
"A friend asked mo to try Cutloura Soap
and Cuticura Ointment. I would bathe my
face with hot water and a lot of Cuticura
Boap. then I would put on the Cuticura
Ointment. In less than two days' tlmo,
the soreness and Inflammation had almost
entirely disappeared, and In four weeks'
time you could not see any of the rash.
Now my face is without a spot of any kind.
I also use them for my scalp and balr. They
cured me completely." (Signed) Miss
Pansy Hutdilns, Feb. 0, 1912.
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
sold throughout tho world. Liberal sample of
eaoh mailed free, with 32-- Skin Hook. Ad-
dress Dost-car- d "Cuticura, Dcpt.T, Boston."
-- Tendcr-faced men should uso Cuticura
Soap Shaving Slick, 25c. Sample free.
IT TAKES A LIVE-WIR- E HARDWARE MERCHANT TO DO BUSINESS
IN A LIVE-WIR- COMMUNITY. A LIVE-WIR- HARDWARE MERCHANT
MUST BE AWAKE TO WHAT HIS PATRONS REQUIRE. HE MUST BE
AWAKE EARLY AND ALL THE TIME. WE ARE NOT LETTING OUR
BUSINESS RUN ITSELF. WE ARE RIGHT ON THE JOB, READY TO
SHOW YOU OR SELL YOU JUST WHAT YOU ASK FOR AND SEND
YOU AWAY SATISFIED WITH YOUR PURCHASE, AND TO BACK UP
EVERY SALE WE MAKE.
PHONE 14. "IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT." PHONE 14.
WOOD-DAVI- S HARDWARE COMPANY.
"These associations shall consist of
capital in the aggregate. Any national
hank desiring to take out additional
notes as a member of theBe associa-
tions may make an application which,
alter it is approved by the association
and by the secretary of the treasury,
will permit that bank to deposit with
the association securities whose char-
acter and value shall be approved first
by the association and then by the sec
first meeting of the house on banking
and currency, Mr, Lindbergh, of Min-
nesota, the only Progressive on the
cc nimittee, submitted u motion that all
meetings of the committee thereafter
should be open to the public. This
included the publication of the record
cf all votes in the committee. This
committee is composed of H Demo-
crats, six 'Republicans and one Pro-
gressive. Mr. Neely, of Kansas, a
Democrat, promptly moved to lay Mr.
Lindbergh's motion on the ia!)!e.
There has been so much agitation on
the question of publicity, however, and
the Democrats are so thoroughly
committed by their 'promises and their
Phone 14."IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."Phone 14.
SAWED WOOD
DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump Fancy Lump Fancy Egg
" BUY IT OF CRICHT0N."
retary of the treasury, and to take out
circulating notes not exceeding 75 peri
cent of the value of the securities thus
deposited. The association is to de--
termine, first, what percentage of fO GHTPhone One Double O J. notes w.u oe issue, upon .B tsrv:uii- - rations to the principle, althoughties deposited, and, in the next P .;, practice they have gtea(Iily disl.e.uie secretary ui uic iit.utuijr aimu ur mere pronounced in his advocacy ofpuHIcity than - President Wilson.When he was a candidate for the Dem-ocratic nomination, Mr. Wilson camet.' Washington and delivered a ten
nrnute speech before the National
Press-clu- which gained him many
supporters among the adherents of
fi( neral publicity for governmental af-
fairs.
"We are after the facts," he said.
"We are going to run the facts out
into the open, no matter how long it
hikes. And then we are going to try
termine as to the character of the
notes and as to the amount of securi-
ties which shall be deposited."
Under this law, national currency
associations have been formed as fol
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
garded it, that the majority members
of the committee were not ready to
take the drastic action proposed by
j.Mr. Neeley. They sought to get around
it by appointing a com-
posed of Mr. Gulkiey, of Ohio, Mr.
Wingo. of Arkansas. Mr. Seldoniridge,lows: Washington, D. C. 10 banks;
ODS, Electricity plays a most impo-
rtant part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of tbe mod-ho-
and why all this light? To
Philadel- - ( fnlninrln Dprnncrn ts mid Mr.New York, X. Y., 30 banl
Matt, of New York, and Mr. Smith, of
ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
EDAM CANTA PP To El Paso' Bisbee Douglass and
rilUlU jAll I A rC all points in New Mexico. Ari-
zona, Mexico and to tbe Pacific Coast, via NEW- - MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
Minnesota, Republicans, to hold hear- - em
ings on Mr. Lindbergh's motion and
rt'commond a course of action to the
full committee.
The met on June
1i. be fair about the facts, to see every-
body's interests fairly but to talk
about them as if they were our busi-
ness as well as theirs, and to form our
views in the only way in which
views can be formed by
fcrming them upon considerations
which have no private connection
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
phia, Pa., 28 banks; state of Louisiana,
10 banks; Uoston, Mass., 15 banks;
state of Georgia, 2S banks; Chicago,
111., 11 banks; St. Louis, Mo 10 banks;
the Twin Cities, (St. Paul and Minne-
apolis), H banks; Detroit, Mich., Vi
banks; Albany, Rensselaer and
Schenectady counties, 11 banks; Kan-
sas City and St. Joseph, Mo., 10 banks,
Daltimore, Md., 20 banks; Cincinnati.
Ohio, 10 banks; Dallas, Texas, 11
banks; state of Alabama, 25 banks;
Denver, Colorado and Pueblo, 16
bf.nks; and Los Angeles, Cal., 12
10th, with four of Its members preS'
ent, Mr. Seldoniridge being in Pana-
ma. Mr. Lindbergh spoke for the bet
ter part of an hour in behalf of his
with the interests of the person who iproposition. He urged the adoption ifThe yPEastBest wimiMiiw.nr
Route West
his motion on the broad ground of the
right of the people to know what their
representatives in congress are doing POWERbanns, 'lliese us currency associa- - at all stages of congressional work.t's '"us have total of 29(i banks,a u js ot coursei well known to per
is uttering the views.
"I cannot imagine anything legiti-
mate that a man is doing that he need
be afraid to talk about. I cannot
imagine any legitimate part ot the
management of a party or of the or-
ganization of a political movement
that cannot be talked about to any-
body at any time. 1 cannot imagine
any portion of the public business
which can he privately and confi-
dent ialfy dealt with, in other words.
I cannot imagine any portion of the
business with regard to which you
out ot a total ot 7300 national oaPAs
in Ihe country. I'owever, they repre-
sent nr.n a than 30 per cent of the com-
bined capitalization of all national
sons familiar with the work of con
giess that a very large and important
part of it is accomplished in commit
tees and, under the procedure that
has always obtained of secret commit-
tee meetings, if. Sns been possible to
accomplish a great many undesirable
things in years gone by which would
never have been possible if commit- -
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
banks in the country. The only asso-
ciation west of Denver is that of T.os
Angeles, which was the latest to be
formed.
The emergency currency which may NFor Rates and Full Information'AddreMEUGENE FOX, .' Ib. texaS. IENT as to touch the button andyour stove is ready to cook yourba issued to these banks is subject to tee meetings w ere open and if the put: can say to one of the partners, 'It is
none of your business.'a much heavier tax than ordinary cur-- 1 lie were able at all times to know
rency. Section 9 of the law provides what went on in committee meetings. 'That is the whole present purpose
ol what we call the popular movethat the currency which is Becured by The light the Progressives are mak--i
ment. The popular movement in our
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacu-
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat-
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aad night Estimates and full infor-
mation cheeerfully given.
other than government bonds shall ling for open committee meetings is
pay for the first month a tax at the; the first consistent and sustained e
of 5 per cent per annum upon j fort that has been made along thisNEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
country is to change the machinery
of our government from privacy to
publicity; it is to chase it out of comthe average amount, of their notes in line. It aims to accomplish probably
circulation based on such securities the greatest single reform in congres-jan-
afterwards an additional tax of'sional procedure that could be accom-- .
one per cent per annum for each plished, the reform which will be of
j month until a tax of 1 per cent per the greatest benefit to the whole coun-- j
annum is reached, and thereafter such try In the way of securing honest,
tax of 1 per cent upon the average of faithful and disinterested consitlera SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
m1
mittee rooms."
It is doubtful if even the tariff bill
now pending more vitally concerns
tbe American people as a whole than
the currency bill which is being
flamed up by the president, and a few
confidential advisers in absolute sec-
recy. The president seems to have
fcrgotten his declaration as to the im-
portance of chasing the public busi-
ness out of the secret committee
rooms into the open where all of the
partners may know about it. There is
no man in Washington whose memory
goes back to a time when anything
like the secrecy enforced by Presi-
dent Wilson and his advisers has ob-
tained with regard to any important
measure to be brought before con-
gress and there never has been a case
where practice so squarely contradict-
ed profession.
tion of public measures.
After having spoken some time, Mr.
Lindbergh was subjected to a consid-
erable n by the Dem-
ocratic members of the
and some of the other Democratic
members of the full committee who
were present. Xfr. Korbly, of Indiana,
who is' the ranking Democrat on the
committee, spoke for some time in op-
position to the motion. He had a dif-
ficult task in view of the general Dem-
ocratic pronouncement in favor of pub
j such notes in circulation.
The distinctive feature of the emer- -
gency currency is the fact that it may
be secured by ordinary bank .issets,
commercial paper and even rn'Toad
securities. Those who object to this
Aldrich-Vreelan- d law have always
claimed that the purpose was to allow
railroad securities to become the basis
for nat tonal banknote circulation and
as such to give stable values to such
railroad securities even though they
j were issued largely as water; in other
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'Tbe West Point of the Southwest.
Ranked aa "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Pecos
Valley, S.700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Opea air
work throughout the entire ses-
sion. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Four-
teen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard East-
ern colleges. Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Regents :
E. A. CAHOOX. President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POB, Secretary.
W. A. PINLAY.
d Fer particulars and Illustrated cata-oga-
address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Sopt.
CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.
oal sms Wood
SWASTIKA LUMP FACTORY WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T & S. F. Railroad Depot.
"s -- 4 ;
I f licity and especially In view of the re- -words that it would use the govern- -ment credit to endorse and bolster the peated declarations of the presidentvalue of the thirty billion of inflated and of the cabinet that the policy ofstocks issued during the inflation ' the administration was "pitilessagainst railroad earnings. licity" as to all governmental affairs.
.Mr. Korbly argued at some length
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get thera already print-
ed at the New Mexican
. Printing
Company.
that the physical difficulty in the way
of opening the meetings of the bankHEN HAS RABIES
BITTEN By DOG
J.F.RHOADS
NOVELTY WORKS.
104 Galisteo Street 104
bundes
turnfest
ing and currency committee to the
public was such as to preclude the
possibility. He contended tjiat the
meetings would be overrun with all
kinds of people wuu all kinds of ideas
Georgetown, Del., June 17. A hen
with the rabies is the strange sight
on the farm of Wesley Donoho, near)
Georgetown, and one that is almost
on the currency and that the commit-
The Spirit of
Later - Day
Advertising.
tee would never be able to accom- -
Although Mr. Korblyuuuriic.auic uiiitoo occiii plish any workdreds of Georgetown people have wit-- i did not say so, this comeB in fact veryenver&Rio Grande II. (1. close to the heart of the matter from
DENVER, COLO.
June 22nd to 30th.
C1Q 7H Round Trip Fare310. U FROM SANTA FE
Dates of Sale, June 22, 23 and
24. keturn Limit. 10 days
the Democratic point of view. They
makes Screens, etc. of all
kinds and Repairs Fur-
niture. Upholstering. We
make the Capital City
Fly Traps. Also Porch
Swings, Seats, etc. Step
Ladders and Fruit Lad-
ders. Also do all kinds
of repair work.
Telephone 157 W. :- -: SANTA FE, N. M.
know that among themselves there
are a great many different ideas as to
what ought to be done. The presi
dent lias recognized that fact and is
himself directing the preparation of from date of sale.RATES
ROUND TRIP
SUMMER TOURIST
TO
j the currency bill which in due time
pressed the disease in the hen, and
Donoho is carefully keeping it penned
up to watch its movements and final
death, when it will be sent to the
State College for examination. -
Rabies among hens had never been
heard of before around Georgetown.
A few weeks ago a mad dog ran into
Georgetown. During its rush into the
town, the afficted dog got into the
poultry yard of Donoho and it is sup-
posed then bit the now afflicted hen.
A few days ago the hen began running
and pecking at the other chickens. It
went Into strange fits, falling on its
tack and sometimes lying ,l.ike dead,
only to have another paroxysm again
in a short time.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAV.
H. S. LUTZ, AGENT,
will be brought to light In the house
Prices Reasonable. All Work Guaranteed.
SANTA FE, - - NEW MEXICO.
Pueblo . . - $16.35
Col'do Springs 18.15
as the administration measure and
which the administration will en-
deavor to force through as it is now
forcing through the tariff bill.
Mr. ilurdock, the Progressive floor
leader in the house, and Representa-
tive Kelly, a Progressive from Penn-
sylvania, also supported the Lind-
bergh motion in rather extended argu-
ments. Mr. Woods, of Iowa, a Repub-
lican and a member of the committee
or. banking and currency, gave half-
hearted support to Mr. Lindbergh's
$47.35
51.85
62.85
66.45
78.85
St. Louis . .
Chicago . . .
Detroit . . .
Buffalo . . .
New York City
..As we have said before, the
purpose of the Santa Fe New
Mexican is first of all to serve
its readers. To do this is not
only the right moral attitude to-
ward our constituency but it is
good business, speaking from a
purely business standpoint.
And so it is that we point out
from day to day the advertising
features of this paper and the
advantages to be gained from
keeping posted in all of the
news thus presented.
The spirit of advertising is
different today from that of a
few years ago. The idea no
longer is to fool and to misrepre-
sent, but to inform and to invite.
And it is the constant aim of the
good merchant to stick resolute-
ly to facts.
It is this spirit on the part of
advertisers that makes for con-
fidence and enables us to direct
the attention of our readers to
the profitable practice of "ad"
reading, feeling that In so doing
we render them a distinct
21.10
40.00
51.85
Denver, . . .
Salt Lake City I
Ogden, (St. Paul . . .
NEW MEXICAN PBINTING CO.
Local Agents lor
"Elastic" Bookcase rjttSand Desk cembised. w ob
A Dak UoH with few or Ifr' HrJ"""'
many Book Units ts dcsiicd. ?" I1'1'1..
The only perfect combtioo f -- tgmZ ?Jmdak sod bookcase ever made R til lm I
its advantages and pwA "
bilities. Cifl, write or phot'
us about it.
On Sale June 1st to September 30th.
Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date of sale.
IT CURES WHILE YOU WALK
Use Allen's Foot-Eas- the antiseptic
powder to be Bhaken into the shoes.
1; instantly takes the sting out of
corns, itching feet, ingrowing nails,
and bunions. It's the greatest comfort
discovery of tho age. Allen's Foot
Kase makes tight or new shoes feel
easy. Ladies can wear shoes one size
smaller after using. It is a certain re-
lief for sweating, callous and swollen,
Under, aching feet. Try it today. Sold
everywhere, 25c. Trial package FREE.
Address, Allen S. Olmstead, Le Roy,
N, Y.
motion. He argued that at least the
committee should provide for the
of all votes taken in the com-
mittee.
At the conclusion of the hearing, the
decided to hold an exe-
cutive session for the preparation of
its report to the full committee.
The attitude of the Democrats in op-
position to the publicity for which
they have done so much declaiming
heretofore is making them a good deal
of trouble. No Democrat has been
For additional information call on or addres
WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
239 San Francuco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
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THE FORUM. LORETTO SCHOLARS'
BEAUTIFUL WORK
awarded to Mise Margaret Xeedham.
For Scholarship in 10th Grade,
awarded to Miss Emma May berry.
For Scholarship in 9th Grade, merit-
ed by Misses Ola Mccarty and Gladys
Sproull; awarded by lot to Miss Gladys
"MARTIAL LAW IN WEST VIRGINIA SHOWS UNITED STATES
WHAT IS COMING UNLESS LABOR AND CAPITAL
CAN AGREE"!
on Pike's Peak with American collab-
orators found a forty per cent in-
crease in erythrocytes, proving be-
yond doubt that the increased haema-globi-
content of the blood was not
relative but actual.
It is to be sincerely hoped thai the
Simla Fe County Medical society will
Silver City, X. M., June 15th, pished from the records of the Xew
Kditor of the New Mexican. Mexico" Cottage Sanatorium and the
Sir: An article which appeared tn balance through the courtesy of Dr. with the proposed plan re- -your issue of Frid: last, "Medicos O. T. Hyde of St. Joseph's Sanatorium.
: f.i.I
Test," greatly in- - The first number were gathered overL"to
to blood pressure and be able
CHINA PAINTING OF THE HIGHEST ORDER
-
WATER COLOR AND NEEDLE WORK
WORTH SEEING PROGRAM FOR THIS
AFTERNOON.
to Make Elaborate confirm or refute the work done in
So Says Gen. Elliott, Who Headed pie. Their schools, their churches
Military Rule in War-Tor- n Mining and their stores are owned by the cor-Stat-
to Mary Bovle O'Reilly He porations. There is iio moral teachei'
Then Defends His Sway. iln all of Paint Creek except one Ro- -
man Catholic priest a sympathetic.
Sproull.
For Scholarship in Sth Grade, award
id to Miss Corina Castillo.
For Scholarship in 7th Grade
awarded to Miss Julia Lucero.
For Scholarship in fith Grade, award-
ed to Miss Kosie Valdez.
For Scholarship in Mb grade, award-
ed to Miss Griselda Garcia.
For Ladylike Deportment, awarded
to Miss Ola McCarty.
For Application, merited by Misses
Mary Xeedham, .lunnita Sena, Margar-- i
Silver City.
Very truly yours,
CHAS. 0. GIVEN. fearless man.
Loretto Academy is Hearing the
close of its school year. The school
rooms are in spick and span order,
By Mary llovle O'Reilly.
Charleston. W. V"a.. June 17. "What
lias been the nature of the military
autocracy which has ruled the slate
of West Virginia for the past year?"
The valleys were settled a century
or so ago by two types the slave
owners and the poor whites. The
slave owners abhored work. The poor
whites drifted fo the hill regions, be- -
NEW CHERRIES
AND GREEN PEAS
AT FARMINGTON
and present, an interesting scene. The
let Xeedham, Emma Mayberry, Gladys
Sproull, Ola McCarty, Helen C.urule,
This is Hie question I asked Gen. came mountaineers suspicious, and
a period of about six years; the read-- I
Ings were taken by live different phy-
sicians, so that the personal equation
was eliminated, and two sphygonia-- ,
nomet ers were used, a June way and
a Stanton. The results were finally
checked by an Erlnnger, an expen-
sive instrument and the last word in
blood pressure apparatus. (The
readings furnished by Dr. Hyde were
made on a Fa tight instrument.) They
were made between the hours of 9
and 11 a. tn., the patient in a sitting
posture the forearm flexed on a line
with the heart and the cuff applied
to the left arm above the elbow. It
was interesting to note that the aver-
ages of Dr. Hyde's cases, taken inde-
pendently of those of Drs. Peters and
Bullock were but two points lower
Charles 1). Elliott, the man who has! shrewd as foxes, and naturally gunMarie Green, Corina Castillo, Julia l.u
work of the different grades and the
needle and art. work would take many
columns to tell about. The drawings
and map work of the various grades
all take a rank peculiarly their own
and show an interest and a care in
cero, Clara Berchtold, Josie Hersch, m uieHtniMI U' I. ,111 ... v,., I 4 . .1 ,1 t. .
terested me. The work which the
Santa Fe County Medical Society is
about to undertake has already been
done in Silver City, which lias an all-ye-
round climate as perfect as can
be found anywhere.
In the archives of Internal Medicine
August 1908, Or. S. Peters, as-
sociate physician of the New Mexico
Cottage Sanatorium at Silver City has
a paper on the results of blood pres-
sure findings in one hundred cases of
tuberculosis treated at a high alti-
tude. The findings were in such
marked contrast to those of other ob-
servers, especially Gardiner and
Hoagland and Schneider and Ht
of Colorado Springs, which lias
the same altitude as Silver City, viz.:
6,000 feet, that since the appearance i
of the paper they have been the sub-- ,
ject of much discussion.
Before the section on the Practice
Farmington, X. M., June 17. Satur-
day closed the first week of the San
Juan Teachers' institute, being held
men. Xeed later drove them to work
in the mines. But they are naturally
Americans and have never beenliosina Bergere, .losefita Salaar, Kosie
" ' -
I1 mot 1,ss tlliin 1,lllr " 1("' afK'rValdez. Emma Valdez, Lena Duran
n r arnungton ny I'rot. manes n. the work of the highest order. Pass- - n , iwirded bv lot to a"K'll,-'- rrom the tram in Charles- -
George, conductor, of Alamagordo. and ing from the school rooms and the ar- -
,ri ,.,. I'on.
.Miss Edna Uaugliinan, or the farming' Untie, adornment of specimens of the: For incited by Misses J "R general Turned and faced mNeatness, and held out his hand for it was byton schools, who is the (Mary Xeedham, Ola McCarty. Gladysinstructor, smaller children's school room work,enrolled to one finds the display of needle workOver sixty members are
tamed.
"The housing conditions imposed on
these miners often has been iniquit-
ous. The miners must live in houses
owned by the operators. These coal
companies often provide houses that
are not homes.
They are two-roo- shacks run up
.10 years ago made without underpin
JSprou
hi"' thilt n escorted to theli. C.urule.' r.hildHelen Corina Castillo, j!mary of "Mother Jonesprison aMartinez; awarded by lotuun, Miin.ii in ii i cuiiiufc o er w nei m i iik ui ant-i,-) tuiu j t)1.f,nj few months ago in an armored traintendance lur an uituiuiie in nan .man in tne supero quaiuy oi us execution. . ijsa Helen Curille
county, the highest ever enrolled be-- There is so niucn here that it would Attendance, merited by Missesfore at one lime being forty-seve- be impossible In the limited space that jMCY Knight, Julia Lucero, .losefita
Farmington is getting on the map ns is allowed by a newspaper to describe sulaur, Emma Valde: awarded by lot
an educational center, having one of It. Suffice it is to say, that it ranks jt0 yjK's , f,y knight,
the best schools to i.i found in the! with the best to be found anywhere, Por iml)ro'Vemeiit in Art. merited by
on admission and exactly the same
during treatment and that an analysis
of his cases proved the points brought
out by the tables of the above dis-
tinguished essayists. Their conclu-
sions were:
1. Blood pressure is increased at
upon the orders of Governor Hatfield.
General Elliott, it soon developed in
our talk, believes in what has been
done under his military dictatorship-H-
is a student of economic condi-
tions and he thinks that when martial
law means much needed renovation,
fumigation and sanitation it is far
preferable to civil law. He is abso-
lutely sincere in this belief, I am sure.
l.orthwestern part of the state. Ten and snows witn wn.ii .patience tne sis- - UjHS0S Ia,.v Xeedham. Emma Mav
seniors graduated from the high iters nave taugni aim ! ne scnoiars nine ulUan Du ch(,min- - Hei,,n (;u.
ning, without though, of the tenants'
comfort, with practically no sanitation
and are an absolute menace to family
life.
"When the capitalists came to in-
vest in West Virginia they figured the
cost of building a railway, the cost
of its equipment, the cost of power,
of stores, and of superintendents'
houses. But the homes for human
workers were constructed from deb
elevations of 6,000 feet.
2. Blood pressure of both normal
Individuals and consumptives is high-
er at 6,000 feet than at sea level.
school this term, five of whom i.re
'girls, and every one of the girls Is at-- !
tending the institute, and the most of
grasped ineir lessors in me un ui ,!,, (jladys Sproull. Ola McCarty,
the needle. Illlia May Marline: awarded
If this display is overwhelming by lot. to Miss May Martinez,
what then can be nid of the room Premium for Improvement in Art,them have secured schools for the3. That the pressure tends to in-- ' "This great mine war, Miss O'Reilly,displ.-- color merited by Misses Stella Farroll.l.ir'.r.i devoted to thecoming school year. The kindrr in 41... ..rr f
of Medicine of the American Medical
association which me,ets this week in
Minneapolis, Dr. Peters will present a
paper prepared by himself and Dr. E.
S. Bullock, physician-in-chie- f of the
above institution, giving the results
in six hundred cases of tuberculosis
in which the conclusions in the first
report are more strongly borne out.
Dr. W. S. Thayer of Baltimore found
that the average blood pressure in
consumptives at sea level was 103
of mercury and Dr. John Ritter of
Chicago found an average of 110. Con-
sidering all classes of cases Drs.
Peters and Bullock show an average
of 132 mm of mercury which is about
the same as for normal healthy indi-
viduals at sea level. From observa
of water
exhibit'.weie paintings and to thegraduation exercises which Pbnche Humphrevs, Dolores Bergere, " "", vl 'aut-ut,-
.
West Virginia, as know,ioio i.,,.,,., i.',,.. v.,t,i-- , at.,,, you is veryooni is a veri-This ris wilh less consideration than wasgiven the stables of the bank mules!in i's attractiveness,held here showed that the town has'jehina painting?an excellent educational factor in usable art store
kimlerejirfen fieiinrtmelit nf the wrhonf Xot only have
uelita Espinosa: awarded by lot to
Miss Emma Valdez.I,.. .. In these sunless valleys, bound by
mountainous. It has little or no fer-itil- e
ground suitable for farming on any
sort of extensive scale.
"To develop the state capital was
walls of iron, there is no local transthemselves possessed with talent tor Gold Thimble for Fancy Work,
crease up to certain limits with con-
tinued residence.
4. That from a prognostic stand-
point the blood pressure findings are
of great value in tuberculosis.
5. That there is no relation be-
tween the degree of involvment and
blood pressure, but that there is a
constant relation between the degree
of toxemia and blood pressure.
portation, there are no stores, no
theaters, no amusements nothing butinvited in on any terms and statutes
(the execution of water color drawings
but. the cliinaware is of the highest
(order, the display ivminding one of
what, may sometimes be seen in the
(art windows of some large metropolis.
merited by Misses Stella Farre.il, Ola
McCarty, Gladys Sproull,
Martinez; awarded by lot to Miss
Stella Farrell.
Gold Medal for Improvement in nth
also.
Rev. J. A. Armstrong, of Alamo-gordo- ,
spoke Saturday night to the
teachers under the auspices of the in-
stitute on educational matters.
The V. C. T. F. gave a big recep-
tion in honor of the honorary mem-
bers of that organization last night,
nearly two hundred being In
It is well worth the time of lovers of (Grade in Music, merliod by Misses W-
ithe beautiful to see t li is display ofjlian Du Cliemin and Helen Gurule;
china painting. It includes single (awarded by ,lot to Miss Lillian Du
pieces and sets, fit to adorn the mostlchemin.
Until the present the knowledge of
climate in the treatment of tubercu-
losis has been empirical. The work
done in the last few years by high al
alcohol.
As a result of thesn conditions bad
housing, bad sanitation and cheerless
environment the stock is 'bred out.'
The women all have become old at 2r
slack and ambilionless. Why, a man
could not kiss his wife and children.
They were too dirty!
"Our martial law provided soap. God
Almighty provided water. Our very
first military edict warned housekeep
were passed empowering the railroads
to protect their property and passen-
gers by means of armed guards. These
guards being, of course, all corpora-
tion servants, came to enforce the
only law there was in the lonely val-
leys, shut off from the legally-rule- d
United States.
"This law was (he law of money
since only money had come to mean
power in a state w here cost.ly machin-
ery was required to develop it.
For Improvement in "rd Grade
merited by Misses Gladys Sproull,
elaborate homo.
The following
titude workers has placed this knowl-
edge on a scientific basis. If the
Santa Fe Medical Society or any oth
gold medals have
Julia Hubbell, Emma Mayberry, Annie
tions made on normal individuals at
Silver City the average pressure was
found to be 143, all ages considered
from 19 to 66. This is a higher aver-
age than the majority of observers
give for normal individuals at sea
level.
The Colorado Springs men men-
tioned above show in their work an
average pressure of 5 mm less than
that recorded at sea level. However,
they report a very small number of
cases, too few, in fact, from which to
draw conclusions and also a number
of the experiments were made on the
ers to clean and keep clean or take
The first green peas were shipped
from Farmington Friday, and cherries
are beginning to be placed on the local
markets from the neighboring fruit
ranches. There is quite a crop of
cherries this year and we will ship a
good many crates from this place.
Arrangements are being made for
been awarded for excellence in the
various fields of endeavor, which
were given yesterday afternoon:
Gold medal for General Excellence,
awarded to Miss Mary Xeedham.
For Christian Doctrine, merited by
Misses Mary Xeedham, Juanita Sena:
er observers are able to confirm the
work of Drs. Peters and Bulock high
altitude will have been shown to be
the chief element in the value of cli-
mate in the treatment of this disease.
The great Theodore Williams who
died recently in London, gave incon-
trovertible evidence of the effects of
Kitchen; awarded by lot to .Miss An-
nie Kitchen.
For Improvement in 2nd Grade Mu-
sic, merited by Misses Dolores Ber-
gere, Bessie Mirabal, May Martinez,
Josie Hersch, Laura Breckenridge,
Minnie Creamer, Lucy Mae Robinson,
Marie Green, Josifita Ixipez, Eva Kit-
chen, Chonita Martinez; awarded by
lot to Miss Eva Kitchen.
Premium for Improvement in Mu-
sic, merited by Blanche Humphreys,
Griselda Garcia, Teresa McKeuzie:
the 34th annual Farmington fair.
Farmington lias the oldest fair or-
ganization in the state of Xew Mexico.top
of Pike's Peak at an elevation of high altitudes and showed the marked
Emma
.Mayberry: awarded by lot to
.Miss Mary Xeedham.
For Christian Doctrine, merited by
Misses Julia Lucero, Lorencita Mar- -
over n.uuu ieei. it is admitted tnat expanse of the thorax with
on coming to a high altitude blood amount ot oxveen content
greater
in the Xo person need hesitate to take tinP7, Annie Kitchen, Clara Berch-Fole- y
Kidney Pills on the ground that told, Rosie Valdez, Emma Valdez,
they know not what is in them. Foley Griselda Garcia, Ruben Ortiz, Rosie
At Co. guarantee them to be a pure Fernandez, Aurora l.ucero, Adelaide
pressure is lowered temporarily, but
that with residence a gradual rise is
noted. It is therefore plain to be seen
that taking a person from Colorado
blood. Drs. Webb and Williams of
Colorado Springs found that an alt
tude of 6,000 feet produced in the
blood a lymphocytosis, the lympho-- I
cytes being increased some forty per curative medicine, specially prepared Espinosa: awarded by lot. to tiaraSprings to the top of Pike's Peak, adifference of 8,000 feet in altitude, a
drnn in the nressnre would he noticed.
for kidney and bladder ailments and j Berchtold.
ii regularities. They do not contain For Scholarship in Twelfth Grade,
habit forming drugs. Try them. The awarded to Miss Juanita Sena.
awarded by lot to Miss Teresa McKeu-
zie.
The following is the program of the
juniors which will take place this af-
ternoon, Tuesday, June IT:
"Blossom and Bloom''
....(E. Hoist)
Misses L. Chaves, G. Garcia. E. Krick,
L. Abousleman. S. Miller, M.
I. Abousleman, S. Miller M. Chaves,
Cent. These cells have been found
to be the natural antagonists of the
tubercle bacillus. Then a year or so
ago the English commission working
In the six hundred cases reported,
five hundred and forty-tw- o were fur- - Capital Pharmacy. For Scholarship, in 11th Grade
L. M. Robinson, L. Valdez, A. Osuna,
R. Abousleman, E. Trujillo, E. Val-
dez.
kzjfV- j
Contest Closes at 6 P.M., June 30
l"The Orchard Swing"...!. H. Fillmore!
Song by Juniors and .Minims.
"A Visit to Grandpa," Operetta in
two parts .0. II. Gabriel
The cast of characters is:
jGrandpu .Miss H. Gurule
.
. r:..n fi luiiiiiumii .wir,B Lit-iuit-J Nettie (house maid) ...Miss L. KnightJjlfuthie Miss B. Berchtold
'Grace Miss A. Rose
Daisy Miss E. Lorenzo:
'Flora Miss J. Lucero
Dollie Miss J. Hersch
jGertie Miss E. Kitchen
jl'atience Miss M. Marlinezj
Florence Miss 1. Abreu
jMyrtl" Miss H. Montanoj
a Dora Miss M. Seliginan
(By Staff Photographer W. H. Durborough.)
One of the Mountain-sid- e forts established during the West Virginia
miners' strike by the militia. These forts show, more than anything else,
just how great actual warfare really has been in this sister state of ours.
I j Those representing flowers are:Jj Pansy Miss E. PopJBlue Bell Miss M. L. RobinsonSunflower Miss S. Miller
Sweet William ..Miss L. Abousleman
Rose Miss A. Muralter
i Marguerite Miss G. Mathis
"Xaturally the workers were given! the consequences. And morals have
little encouragement because the mon- - benefited as much as sanitation
led men were continuously made to from this order.
regard themselves as autocrats. . "ve depreciate the prolonged period
The fight between the two forces j0f martial law, but we must face the
began, neither understanding the real faet that the conditions in West Vir- -
Do not cast a ballot that shows any signs of being tampered with, as it will not be
counted. If such a ballot is handed you, or the figures do not show absolutely
plain and legible, ask the merchant who issues it for another one in its place.
The Time Is Short-G-et Busy
Prinrlc nf Pnirl'ocf ante should be careful not to make any marks whatever onrTl(51IU3 Ul vUI liable II Lb ballots, as they run not only a chance of having them
thrown out, but in many cases will seriously embarrass the contestant they are trying to help.
In case any evidence can be produced that will go to show dishonesty, the contestant will be de-
barred from further participation in the contest.
WITH ONLY TWO MORE WEEKS
of the contest, the Interest is increasing, and the judges as well as the merchants putting it on,
will insist on it being carried on honestly to all concerned. Votes can be secured by contest-
ants of
JOHN PFLUEGER
SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY COMPANY
THE MODERN GROCERY COMPANY
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
Itrouble the mining kings, made dan-!gj- a are i,ut aD epitome of this
Morning Glory Miss L. Valdez
Forget-me-no- t Miss L. Martinez
Four O'Clock Miss G. Read
"First. Ball" (Mathews)
Piano Misses T. McKenzie, E. Krick,
H. Martinez, A. Kitchen, H. Dun- -
baugh, C. Gibson.
Violins Misses X'. Fiske, E. Kitchen,
C. Martinez.
Part II consists of "A Visit to
Grandpa," as follows:
"Migonette." Trio (H. Lichner)
Misses B. Mirabal, J. Salazar, J. Ortiz,
E. Esquibel, P. Mirabal, R. Ortiz,
li. M. Robinson, M. Esquibel, T. Mc-
Kenzie, A. Osuna, R. Fernandez, P.
Cautti.
gerously powerful by their machinery whole nation's problem coping with
and electric power rights and the twentieth century industrial condi-worke-
fighting for concessions need-ltion- s under nineteenth century laws,
ed to keep their children from grow-- ! "And there' will be martial law all
ing up to be criminals. over unless an adjustment comes the
This, our national problem the Hame kind of an adjustment which
problem of the relations of capital and
labor has broken out at Paint Creek
in volcanic eruption because there, in
that cut-of- f valley, the percentage of
must come in West Virginia.
"if everyone, everywhere, considers
what his own locality's disturbances
would be if brought to the maximum,Tn.iin-I.- 4V.n nn..n,l.. . ... . .....T , I iiiaiive-oor- n Americans is niguer. iue.eih(1 wm have littIe trouble in 8eeingwill Siven at S o clock, and will be;is no foreign e.lment to call uponw, martial ,aw WM e8tabltahed inattended by a large gathering of Santa when dissatisfaction brews a strike, u-e- virginh "Fe people, a full account of which Xne Bitua,i0 is immediately tense as whnt d think f Q , E,.will appear in tomorrows paper. .. .e be, ..... Ilvnlno,inll,
"This terrible coal strike, bloody j
MUST BELIEVE IT. as it has been, must surely cause an
awakening of all big capital: other- -
jwise we are at the beginning of an
.'industrial revolution beside which the
(AND WEEKLY PUBLICATIONS)
See that your ballots are filled out in INK or TYPEWRITER. See that
you do not hold your ballots MORE THAN SEVEN DAYS after dated by
CABINET DISCUSSES
U. P. MERGER
Washington, J). C, June 17. Plans
for dissolving the Union Pacific mer-
ger as presented to the United States
court at St. Paul, were discussed to-
day at the cabinet meeting.
The intimation came from the cabl--
CANDIDATES French revolution will pale!
"For it is impossible to have any
real peace so long as two armed and
hostile bodies stand opposed.
When Well-Know- n Santa Fe People
Tell It So Plainly.
When public endorsement is made
by a representative citizen of Santa
Fe. the proof is positive. You must
believe it. Read this testimony. Ev-
ery sufferer of kidney backache, ev-
ery man, woman or child with kid-
ney trouble will do well to read the
following:
"This mine war. I tell you. is not a
battle for better wages, but for decent net officers that the proposed exchange
the merchant. See that your name gets on the ballot.
VOTlNfl fHPnill P N MERCHANDISE : Due Bills count triple votes; Cash Pur-- YU I InU JVllL,lULC chases count double votes; and thirty-da- y accounts count single
votes. ON SUBSCRIPTIONS : Two Thousand Votes to Each Dollar Paid, for those accounts due
and payable before January 1st, 1013. One Thousand Votes to each dollar paid for running
subscriptions or in advance.
American living conditions. The min-
ers' scale, is secondar- y- purely.
"Martial law had to come to keep
of Southern Pacific and Baltimore and
Ohio stocks between the Union Pacific
and Penneylvania was regarded as "a
step in the right direction."
Xo definite conclusion was reached.
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St
whatSanta Fe, X. Mex., says: "I suffered these two enemies for that's
Xloff and on for several months from they are now apart, pending some ad- -J backache and pains across my loins, jjustment ot their differences.J Mornings when I tried to sweep out 'Martial law must be stringent elsethe store, my back bothered me so jit is not martial. We tried here to
much that often 1 had to sit, down. make it beneficent as well as rigid.THE STANDING OF THE CANDIDATES IS AS FOLLOWS :
The trouble got to be constant and no !Ve tried to clean out these valleys
NO SUBSTITUTE COULD DO THIS.
Xo inferior substitute, but only the
genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have
rid J. F. Wallich, Bartlett, Nebr., ot
his kidney trouble. He says: "I was
botUered with backache, and the pain
would run up to the back ot my head,
and I had spells of dizziness. I took
Foley Kidney Pills and they did the
matter what I did, my back hurt me. to make these miners' temporary
1 finally began using Doan's Kidney camps sanitary.
Pills and I soon found out that they "We knew the iro.i hand was nec- -
were what I needed. A box and a essary, but we hope we have kept it
Mr. W. B. Prince . .
Lucy Ortiz
Lola Michaelson ....
Mr. C. L. Bowlds.
Mrs. G. W. Armijo.
Ruth Mendenhall ..
Jean Law
Mr. R. L. Cooper..
Katherine Brown ..
1,450
1,295
1,210
1,195
1,195
1,120
1,115
1,110
1,085
half cured me. I am just as enthus-- j well within the velvet glove!
Nellie Gann 809,045
Mrs. W. G. Sargent. 682,506
Lulu Krick 650,906
Mrs. C. Parsons ....460,910
Edith Marmon 442,153
Mrs. E. L. Wheeler .406,745
Mr, Paul Doran ...406,634
France Leeson ....267,153
Elolsa Herrera 205,930
Belle Anaya 137,430
May Closson 130,762
Carmen Abreu 104,927
Clara Gibson .103,390
Mr. V. Casado
...101,890
Ida Clouthier 92,965
Nellie Nutbaum . . , 89,570
Tiburcita Gonzales . 68,675
Mary Qulntana .... 65,265
Mrs. Fred Alarid .. 63,420
Mrs. W. Parsons ... 54,689
Etta Moore 53,360
Mrs. C. Patterson . . 53,138
Mamie Lamberson . 49,005
Lulsita Sena 41,020
Mrs. Thomas Doran. 37,685
Mrs. C. F. Kanen .. 35,290
Elena Sena 32,005
Petrita Delgado ... 28,052
Mrs. Fred Hogle ... 25,135
Mrs. G. F. McNitt .. 20.C55
Rumaldo Gomez ... 19,720
Laura Montoya 18,040
Margaret Miller ... 16,135
Ramona Baca 15,685
Ruth Nix 14,730
Mr. A. Porterfield. 10,280
Polly Borrego 10,280
Dorothy Safford .... 7,300
Ernestina Delgado.. 7,133
Mrs. J. Muralter ... 6,020
Edna Lutz 5,085
Mr. Gu Koch 3,945
Cecelia Palmer 2,940
Mr. J. V. Conway.. 2,670
Louisa Deitzel 2.275
Mrs. E. N. Peden ... 2,000
Helen Knapp 1,645
Mrs. Dr. McCarthy.. 1,595
To understand the West Virginia work and I am now entirely rid of kid- -lastic in my praise of Doan's Kidney
ney trouble." The Capital Pharmacy.Pills now, as I was when I first rec-- ; situation thoroughly one must realize
Work for the Xew Mexican. . It Is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
Edith Hampel 1,095
Anna Dietzel 1,040
Mrs. F. C. Blake .... 1,040
ommended them several years ago."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milbur- Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
that, the central mine valley Is but 200
feet wide. On either side the coal
mountains soar 1000 feet in height.
The railroad tracks and the creek cut
the width of actual floor space to 50
feet. On this cramped area where
the sun never shines, live these peo- -
Just Try a New Mexican Want A
If you ant cuiick returns.
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NEWS GOOO ADDRESSESAT THE INSTITUTEThe program for the opening exer-
cises of the Santa Fe county Institute
this morning consisted of the follow
Chase hus still to prove his integrity
with the White Sox. Zeider and Bor-to- n
have rounded out Chance's infield
very nicely until it gives rosy promise
of better things in the near future.
Zelder has fielded and hit well. Bop
ton. a natural slugger, haB not hit at
his proper gait. But he has shown
H ut he can play the bug bo well that
there need be no worry. He certainly
left the little country town to make
his way in a city. The girl also about
the same time left the old home and
sought employment In Indianapolis.
Both found work and the savings of
both were supposed to have been laid
aside to furnish the new home. Then,
says the girl, came the word from
Hoyle that he was ready to marry her
and she came to Detroit, expecting
that the marriage ceremony would be
performed as soon as they could get
from the railway station to the office
of the county clerk, obtain the license
and hurry to a minister. This was,
according to. information' given fed-
eral officers, July. 13, 1912.
ing: Song, "Santa Lucio," by the In-
stitute; Address by Dr. David R.
Boyd, president of the state univer-
sity; Song by the Institute: Addressso far has played better than Chase;
ne nas oeen more earnest in ins worn. iby Hon B c Hernandez.
GREATEST PAIR IN BASEBALL; TYANB JOE,TWIN
.
STARS FROM THE "LAND OF COTTON."
such weight.
JIanager Nolan is still undecided as
to the training spot of the champion.
Willie has done the greater portion
of Iiis work for past battles at Billy
Shannon's in San Itafael. Unless it
is too warm Willie will again do his
training there..
Joe Rivers', training spot, too, is
undecided ,yet. The chances are
though that he will take to the Seal
Hock House as Joe has always work-
ed by the sea, his training being at
Venice when boxing in Los Angeles.
Chance would have done well to rid Tlle nlanuai training and domestichimself of Hal if he had to give him jBCtence WOrk is receiving a great deal
away. Ever since he jumped the club jof attention by the teachers. Thisin 1'JOS Chase had been a disturbing work wln be carried on In the Santa
element. He could hot take lilm-iK- eeven schools on a large scale next year,
self seriously when he managed the j p,., 1oyd delivered a thoughtfulin 1911. ' j dress, the theme of his talk being
In he Cleveland series the Yankees that the child should be developed to
played very snappy ball and only that express itself more fully. There was
Two stars from Dixie Tyrus Cobo,, have maue lodd .tue most, talked
most wonderful ball player the world phiver in the game.- - KANSAS r.ixv urvirn
' ORIENT TO BE SOLD.has ever known, and Joe Jackson, but-
-
( But tue fang love Jackson- for., his j,'
ter land sprinter extraordinary - "
"
j ood manner of putting1
Cobb, the sensational, is playing the!his wf,i(,ht behind hiB hits those long.j
same marvelous same he has played (.1(,an extra base (lrivP8 of ,n born
ever since he broke upon the vision of s!Kgeri wUk.n K0 as NV1i(J K(H,1(,rlit. louria hnth . . .
they were outlucked at every turn
wuo'.il have split even at worst. The
play of this team made a decidedly
strors impression on Manager Joe Bir-mir- ;
ham of the Xaps.
"T' iple who have regarded Chance's
mo lauo no u. mm. j, im8 BePn quotes as raying,
major leagues at Dai, wun an svcmbc t).e fiei,eI.s nin't
too much tendency towards silence,
and not. enough encouragement given
tc.holars to express themselves freely,
to think clearly and to talk clearly.
Encouragement along these lines
would enable them to become better
linguists. He thought with this en-
couragements that they would become
better students of both English and
A BOXING MATCH
AT ALBUQUERQUE j
Albuquerque, N. jr.,' June 17. John-
nie Dundee, of New York City, and
Tommy Dixon, of Kansas City, will
box before the New Mexico AthletiOj
c lub in Albuquerque on the afternoon
that hangs around .450 persistenly.
In the field and upon the bases the
"Peach" is the same old hair-raisin- g
specialist, taking extra bases on seem- -
Kansas City, June 17. Application
for a final decree In the receivership
of the Kansas City, .Mexico and Orient
railway to make possible the sale of
the railway was filed today before
Judge Hollock in the federal court in
Kansas City, Kan., by attorneys for
the United States and the Bryan
Trust company and the bondholders
ol the road.
About $24,000,000 of bonds are out-
standing against the road. It was
expected the road will be sold to the
highest bidder. A new company to
buy the Orient property. has been In
process of organization for several
weeks and today's action was expect
team as a hugh joke will be awakened
before the campaign is over," said
Bii'iii'iigham after the laBt game. "1
thin!: Mie Chase trade was one of the
wiset moves ever made by a New
York manager. Chance got two good
nlHVf'l'K In Zeiflpr nnH Wnrtnn Tlipv
4rr1.r 1 u, nntc i 111 fh .'I H f U HI CKSi II d - N
the intield. stealing home with the
...inm'nn 1,1 1, IW l i IT fff KPPniilll'
of July 4th. The contest will be forsure hits in a manner that breaks
Spanish. In Europe children spoke
more than one language, and in this
country they should do the same
thing. He also said that both teacher
land scholar should try to have a good
time in their work. The more that
work was lightened by the spirit of
interest in what was done and Icbs
fatigue, and the better results be
hearts.
Cobb Is the biggest attraction in
Vaseball and sends more money into
ten rounus ai caicu weigms, auu wm nlilde llls 1nleld DFfenBivelv the team
be the most Important glove contest !s p,aj.ing KOod baiit The trom)le is
ever staged in Xew Mexico. Dundee is jtna, everybody seems to be in a bat-c;n- e
of the lighters who is at the pres-till- simp. Wolter and Cree are hit-cn- t
time in the glare of the limelight. tlnp 100 points below their natural
He was matched to fight Ad Wolgast (speed. This condition cannot go on
on June lotn, having agreed to let ao forever. The Yankees have good h
i'i.i pounds. ting strength. Their pitchers are
recently fought a twenty 'finning to work into shape for the
round draw with Johnnie Kilbane, the first time this year. I am sure that
accomplished.
Mr. Hernandez, receiver for the
United States land ollice, made a
good talk. He regretted that he had
not received more education when heCli'-'nc- will make lots of trouble for
ed to hasten its formation. The
judge appointed a receiver for the
Orient in March of last year. At the
time the Orient went into the re-
ceivers hands its officials attributed
a large share of its difficulties to
money conditions especially in the
matter of being unable to get loans
For mpnths thereafter an effort was
made to rehabilitate the affairs of
the railway. Last December a deci-
sion was given depositing the gener
evrryone before the end of the race." was young, and thought that educa
BASEBALL
tion could never be valued too highly.
He reviewed the educational condi-
tions in Taos county many years ago
and was glad that conditions were
changing all over the state. He was
glad that the country school was
featherweight champion, lu the
arena, at Vernon, Calif., and the
general opinion was that Dundea
would have had the decision had Kil-
bane not been the. champion,
Dundee has two draws against Kil-
bane, and on July 4th, .lasj year, in
Cleveland, Dixon got a draw with Kil-
bane. When Dundee and Dixon meet
in 'Albuquerque on Independence Day,
al manager of the road.
Standing of the Clubs. growing to be universal, and thoughtI that Spanish speaking people should
learn to talk English. Only lack of
time and space forbid giving a deIt will mark the first time that the
tailed account of these addresses.i boys have ever met in the ring. Both;
are contenders for the featherweight
title, and will doubtless work hard to
Katherine h. Norton, New Bedford,
Mass., says: "I had a terrible pain
across my back, with a burning and
scalding feeling. I took Foley Kidney
Pills as advised, with results certain
and sure. The pain and burning feel-
ing left me, I felt toned up and invig-
orated. I recommend Foley Kidney
Fills." For backache, rheumatism,
lumbago and all kidney and bladder
ailments, use Foley Kidney Pills. The
Capital Pharmacy.
make a favorable showing.
National League.
Club Won Iost
Philadelphia 32 15
New York 29 19
Chicago ,.29 25
... 25 23
Pittsburgh 24' 28
Boston 22 27
St. Louis 23 31
Cincinnati 19 35
PATHETIC STORV
OF DECEIVED GIRL
Pet.
.681
.604
.537
.521
.462
.449
.426
?,r,'
Albuquerque, is making great ar--
rangements for the staging of the con
test. As it is planned now, the fight
will be held in Company G, national
guard armory, a building in which 3500
people can be comfortably seated, American League.
Club Won Lost
Philadelphia 40 12
Cleveland 36 19
Washington' 29 25
Chicago 30 26
Uoston 26 25
Detroit 23 34
St. Louis 21 39
New York ... 13 38
B. P. O. E.
GRAND LODGE
Pet.
.769
. 655
.537
.536
.510
.404
.350
.255
The armory Is large and spacious,
with adequate ventilation facilities,
and the fight will be practically an
open-ai- r affair.
Dundee will arrive in Albuquerque
ok June 20th, acccompanied by his
manager and trainers. Dixou arrives
iti Albuquerque June 21st, with
Charlie Pierson, "The Fighting News-
boy," as his sparring partner and
Detroit, Mich., June 17. Courted
in her little country home at Ben-
nett's Switch, hid., lured to Detroit
by the man she had promised to mar-
ry, only to be refused and then sent
back home, was the story told to the
federal grand jury last week by Alice
R. Norman, u comely little country
girl and which resulted in Charles O.
Hoyle, being indicted, arrested Fri-
day morning" and brought before
Judge Tuttle in the federal court to
answer to a charge of white slavery.
To United States District Attorney
Charles W. Miller at Indianapolis, the
girl first told her story. Hoyle s
still in the vicinity of Detroit and
the matter was referred to the United
States attorney-genera- l at Washing-
ton and later back to District Attor
trainer. Western League.7
ClubThe boys will work out in public
each afternoon and evening, and the
the box office than any individual that
ever played the game.
Jackson is Cobb's persistent rival.
"With as much speed as the Georgian,
Jackson does not possess the Hash-lig-
initiative of the blond whirl-win-
but then neither does !)0 per
cent of the ball players, for Cobb's
thinking is instantaneous.
light fans will thus have an opportuniW ! St.il,ty to get a line on them. Three all Won Lost Pet..37 16 .69832 23 .58230 24 .55631 25 .554
30 25 ' .545
22 32 .407
21 35 .375
17 40 .298
star preliminaries will procede thejDes Moines
CONVENTION
ROCHESTER, N. Y.,
July 7th to 12th.
RATE FROM jTQ CCSANTA FE, POO.OiJ
Dates of Sale, July 3, 4 and 5
Return Limit 30 days from
date of sale, within which time
original starting point must be
reached. Low rates from all
other stations on the Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, . . New Mexico
ney Webster. The story as told bymain bout. Omaha . . .
Sioux CityThe fight will be staged under the
personal direction of Mark Levy, di- -
rector of the New Mexico Athletic
club.
federal officers by the girl was filled
with heart aches. She says that she
at one time loved the man, who had
promised to marry her, and many
times with him had made plans for the
little home that was to be.
After they became engaged ac-
cording to the story of the girl. Hoyle
Jackson is as great an outfielder as
Cobb. He hasn't put the brains into
the game that has marked Cobb's ca-
reer, because he hasn't had to. He is
a natural born player. Cobb is also,
I'lus the high-powe- r - brain which
raises him above all others.
Ever since Cobb joined his team
after settling the salary question with
the Detroit management, Jackson has
been kicking his heels and the pair
are in a race, away out
NEWMAN & CHAVES
TO VISIT SANTA FE
Where They Play Today
National League.
Philadelphia at Chicago.
Boston at Pittsburgh.
New York at Cincinnati.
Brooklyn at St. Louis.
American League.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
Detroit at Boston (2)
Cleveland at Washington.
St. Louis at New York.
Daniel C. Ortiz, the local baseball
and prize fight enthusiast and who is
a personal friend of Lewis Newman,
the lightweight, and Benny Chavez,
he batamweight, has received a letter
MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers, (6-6- Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.
Next Door to Postoffice.
from Newman in which he says that
in front of all rivals.
Lacking the electrifying Bpon-taniet- y
that makes Cobb so brilliant
a performer, Jackson is equally effec-
tive. He is more methodical than his
rival and doesn't stage the sensation-
al performances on the base line that
himself and Chavez will try and comeTy Cobb, the World's Greatset Ball Player, Rounding Third Base onOne of His Typical Dashes for the Plate. Below, Joe Jackson, Who Is Forc-
ing Cobb to Divide His Honors as Batter and Run-Gette- r.
to Santa Fe for a short visit after
the Newman-Shafe- r fight which takes
place tonight at Las Vegas. If they
come the local fans will try and get
together and give the popular little
fighter a royal welcome.
j Newman tonight will meet Harry
ALL READY RITCHIE-RIVER- S CHAMPIONSHIP BOUT.
ARTICLES SIGNED, FORFEITS PO STED AND NOW TOP-NOTC-
LIGHTWEIGHTS HAVE NOTHING TO WORRY THEM EXCEPT
PROBABLE OUTCOME OF JULY 4 SCRAPS.
Chafer, of Cheyenne, in a ten round
bout for the lightweight championship
American Association.
Kansas City at Louisville.
St. Paul at Toledo.
Minneapolis at Indianapolis.
Milwaukee at Columbus.
Today's Games.
National League.
At Pittsburg-Bos- ton
1 7 3
Pittsburg 0 4 1
Rudolph and Rariden; O'Toole and
Gibson.
Rubber Stamps.of the Rocky mountain region. BothNewman and Shafer now claim the
championship, and tonight it will be
decided as to who Is entitled to that
honor.
Benny Chavez will meet Harry Del!
at Trinidad on the Glorious Fourth,
and no doubt it will be the best fight
the Trinidad fans have witnessed for
a long time, as everybody knows
Chavez's reputation as a fighter, and
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRfTINQ THE
SAME THINQ FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OP
YOUR BUSINESS, REJM5MBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USINO RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
American League.
At Boston (Morning game)
Detroit 4 6
Boston 7 10
Zamloch, House and Meek; Mosely
and Carrigan.
At Boston (afternoon game)
Dell is one of the best bantams of the
j world, and is a contender for the
championship of the world. Both
Newman and Chavez are native New
Mexico boys and every time they fight
New Mexico fans, especially those of
Boston 3 8 3
Detroit 4 10 o
Leonard and Nunamaker; Dauss
and Stanage.
At Philadelplna -
Philadelphia 7 13 0
Chicago ....1 3 1
Houch and Scott, Lange and
Schalk.
Santa Fe are always rooting for them,
Dan Ortiz picks Newman to win to-
night via the knockout route, and pos-
sible he says within eight rounds.
j CHANCE WILL YET
SHOW THE FANS
SETIMIlMI M UiWJL.'lllI WIIIMlmlllm.ilBM i'WIM
New York, June 17. "Show me a
trade where 1 can benefit my club and
I'll part with any player or all the
plavers I have." This ha been Frank
TY COBB NOT LAYING DOWN.
Washington, June 17. Ty Cobb; the
Detroit outfielder, has issued a vigor-
ous denial to the charge made in
Philadelphia that he was "laying
down" in the hope that he would get
Lis release from the Tigers.
"Such charges are a great injustice
to me," said Cobb. "I have done my
test for Detroit at all times. In Phi
I
signing Ritchie-River- s Fight Articles. From Left to Right: Joe Levy,
i Chance's attitude since the opening of
would cover such an emergency. tne season and he showed that he
Finally a bystander suggested thatimeant it when he summarily parted$1250 cover this section of the arti- - jcompany with Hal Chase. There is
Rivers' Manager; Eddy Graney, Promoter; Billy Nolan, Ritchie's
Manager.
PRICE LIST.
One-li- ne Stamp, not over 2 1- -2 inches fotff tie
Each additional line on stamp 9c
One-li- ne Stamp, over 2 1- -2 and not over 3 1- -2 Inches loaf.. 20c
Each additional line on stamp i$c
One-li- ne stamp, over 3 1- -2 and not ever 5 inches loog 25c
Each additional line on same stamp 28c
One-li- ne Stamp, over 5 Inches long per inch Mc
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two Maes).
Borders ot all shapes, under 3 inches long 25c extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
over one-ha- lf inch in' size, we charge far one Hew far each
one-ha- lf inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date, far 1- -2 tack J8c
Ledger Dater month, day and year tn 1- -3 mch 50c
Regular Line Dater rarath, day aad year, 1- -4 tack.... 35c
Regular Line Dater month, day ami year, 1- -S inch.... 25c
Defiance Model Baad Dater........... 4 LN
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp amid Weed Cat KM
Pearl Check Protector...... . .......... .. ...... ..I.5
SELF-INKIN- G STAMP PADS.
I 3-- 4, 15 cts; 2 x 3 3--4, 25 cts ; 2 Z 25 ct;
23--4 x 4 1- -4, 35 cts; 3 4 75 cts;
4 1- -4 x. 85 cts. AH caters. Stan d la. 25 cts per hotTJe.
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
ladelphia I was in a batting slump,Special Correspondence. , Levy, fearing that Ritchie might fail
San Francisco, Cal., June 17. The to make the scheduled 134 pounds
ringside, insisted on at least $2500
going as a weight forfeit. Nolan ar- -
which comes to every batter."
Another refutation of the Philadel-
phia charges may be shown by the
fact that Cobb just now is batting
around .425, and fielding, throwing
and running in his most sensational
styie.
cles, and it proved agreeable. This a slight possibility that some time intook three hours. tIle future the P. L. may be criticized
The other hour and a half was j for turning Hall Chase adrift. That
spent in talk between Levy and Pro--j contingency rests with Hal. If for
moter Graney over the unimportant j Chicago he should play as he can and
question of complimentary tickets. give his whole heart and soul to the
So much for the managers. They j best interests of Callahan's White Sox,
are dismissed until the referee prob- - there is little doubt that he will be
lem comes up, and pessimistic fans 'regretted here. But only perhaps by
war is over. Willie Ritchie and Joe
Rivers are at last bound by a set of
articles that will bring them into the
ring in a battle for the world's cham-
pionship on the fourth of July. It
took a; couple of weeks to bring about
an agreement culminating in four and
a half, hours wrangling before Mana
guea mat ine sum customary was
generally $1250. For nearly an hour
the managers hurled bunches of lan-
guage at one another on this point.
Finally Nolan jumped to his feet and
offe'red to post $5000. Levy thought
BASE
BALL 8ERIES TODAY.
New Haven, Conn., June 17. The
Yale and Harvard baseball teams will
the flcklest of fickle fandom Those
who stop to reason should realize that
Chase, as a winning factor for New
York, was through some time ago.
It is to be hoped for the good of base
ball that he reforms under Callahan's
command. Players like Chase come
meet on Yale field this afternoon in
the first of the annual series of games
between the rival universities. The
second game will be played at Cam
look for a couple of days of more dis-
cussion. Until that time the boxers
will figTitfully seize the calcium and
the news of their progress win "be
duly chronicled.
Willie Ritchie is on Manager No-
lan's ranch in Lake county. He will
remain there a week, when he will
be brought to town in grand shape
to start the training camp ordeal. He
will hare eight or nine pounds to
take off and it is thought that the
two weeks of recreation will render
gers Billy Nolan and Joe Levy signed
the papers.
When the weight question was de-
cided at 134 pounds ringside, the
signing of the articles loomed only as
a formality, but there was enough ar-
guing over certain clauses' of the
contract to cover the weight ques-
tion, referee and purse of most bat-
tles combined.
The greater portion of strife came
over the size of forfeit which would
guarantee weight and , appearance.
$2500 enough, and so tbey let 'it go at
that.
Then Levy thought some more.
"Suppose Ritchie fails to make the
stipulated weight and I seize the
$2500," said he, "what will force
Willie getting inside the ring in 25
minutes?"
.
There came a pause. More argu-
ment, etc. Levy pulled out a set of
articles, which were made up of some
5000 words, and flashed a clause which
about once in a century. That he can
play first as it never was and perhaps bridge tomorrow and if the third is
necessary, it will be played in New
York. Harvard and Yale have been
playing base ball since 1883, during
never again will be played is a well
known truth. That he wHl is a differ-- SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.ent matter,
So far New York .seems to have i which Yale won 17 games and Harvard
reaped all the benefit ot the swap'36. ''him in the mood for the reducing of
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PERSONALSAUTGMOBILISTS HAVE
TOUGH EXPERIENCES
ADOLF SELIGIN DRY GOODS CO.
Ready Trimmed
HATSj (Owing to the great Interest manltested In the Personal Column, theNew Mexican requests Its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO.
CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking Business
Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President. W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
J. B. LAMY,
or by telephone (can "4V) items of
this column. By doing so the read-
ers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Com-
munications sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).
CHARLES C. CATRON THE FIRST AUTO
MAN TO DRIVE A CAR FROM SANTA FE
TO TIERRA AMARILLA -- MACHINES
PULLED OUT OF RIVERS BROWN'S
EXPERIENCE.
At Less Than Cost
MRS. W. LINDHARDT
125 Palace Ave
LADIES' WHITE SKIRTS
We are making SPECIAL REDUCTIONS on all
White Underskirts for Ladies.
$1.50 . . . Skirts in Fine Nainsooks, Embroidered . . . $1.13
$2.00 . . Skirts Trimmed In Lace and Insertion . . $1.39
$4.00 . . . Skirts, Wide Embroidery Flouncing . . . $2.69
$5.00 . . Skirls Trimmed in Lace and Embroidery . . $3.23X TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS: h t hi o clock in three aiilomouues,
having left Albuquerque at. six o'c.'ock
C. (.', Catron has the distinction of
being the first autoniobilist on record
who has made the run from Santa Fe
i Telephone the Postal Tele- -
IN graph company if you do not get N
your paper and one will be de- -
PHONE 180.210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.uiirs morning: uiu-- i iim .iiiu il jjti.t, tof the New Mexico Athletic Associa' trt Tiiai'ivi Airuirilln ill 11 ii n n triiiirtlii In livered to you at one?. Ition; W. L. Trimble, Samuel Stevens,
Benson Newell, Nick Armijo, Harry!The trials and dilliculties of travelingover some of the alleged highways in
the state were well illustrated recent-
ly bv the experiences which .Mr. Cat
Johnson, J. Fagan, F. S. Walker. Here!Mrs. Llewellyn Hall will not be at they were joined by a tirty of Santa
;noine tomorrow auernoon. F(, fans who (,ft with ,,,, ,)V ,. INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.
u. v. iw.vie, oi me Muie uniu oiuce, ,lloWle at n00Ili collBit)l inf, ()f thf, fol.
spent Sunday at the Valley Ranch. ;mvtnu- .In In. Lew. .1 I'orter ton.
CITY LOTS FOR SALE
DON DIEGO ADDITION. BARGAINS
t
t
t
We are offering two HOMES on Gal-iste- o
Street from five to seven blocks from
ron and K. C. Wilson passed through ;
in their trip to and from the county
seat of Rio Arriba county. On the
trip up to Tierra Amarilla from San- -
j
ta Fe recently these gentlemen had
an experience thut would long be re- -
membered by men less adapted to
such situations.
On the way up to Tierra. Amarilla,
$50.00 Down, - Balance, $10.00 Per Month
Warranty Deed 1913 Taxes Paid. I
Plaza at BARGAIN PRICFS. Large lots, good buildings, fences and
trees. Exceptionally desirable for the family who wants to keep
horses, a cow, or to have garden patch. These will go quick. Are
you interested ?
Dr. J. W. Waffensmiih, of Kspanola, Ararcelino Ortiz, and Smith and Trent,
icame in last evening from the valley. (The entire party went this afternoon
O. ,1. lHirantl, an Albuquerque insitr-;(- V(,paB to wji(,SH uom
man, is spending the day in San-- twnen Harry Shafer of Cheyenne, and
'a Fe. Louie Xewman, of Henver. It is
Mrs. Hoy Wright and chiuld havo 'though I. ihat the bout will he the live-- !
returned from a visit wilh friends In liest one ever witnessed between light-- I
Albuquerque. 'weights in the Meadow (lily.
David R. Uoyd, president of the 1'nl-- i
versify of New Mexico, is in the oil y AMERICAN TROOPS WIN
jfrom Albuquerque. DECISIVE BATTLE.
and when reaching Rio Chalma, the
automobile got stuck in the heavy
sand, that is as line as Hour. All the
power of an engine was to no avail JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER.
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.and the gentlemen had to get horsesto pull them out.
i imp uucuoil ullUKe emu Miei yen-- , V., on, I). .Til t i m 17 Fin-Il- l
home or .Mrs. of the lighting- which reterday afternoon nt thLeslie A. Gillette. :::: IF IT'S REAL ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT.On the way bacU the actual running sulted in the complete over throw of
O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C A. BISHOP)
INSURANCE SURETY BONDS LOANS
Phone, 189 J.
119 San Francisco St., : : Santa Fe, New Mexico.
the Moros on the island of Jolo in theHerbert V. Clark, of Las Vegas,
'prominent Republican politician and
attorney, is in the city.
time from Tierra Amarilla was only
one day, but the trials of the automo-
bile man were exemplified when tliey
reached the Chama river. In going
up they took the north side of the riv
er, crossing at cnamita. and going on
without having to touch the Chama.4im'HHinminn
I'liillipines was contained in a delay-
ed report from Brigadier General
Pershing received today at, the war de-
partment. The attack was made
companies of the Phillipina scouts
commanded by Captain (i. C. Charlton
supported by S. an Saatk Jr., with
mountain guides and companies of
I'liillipines scouts. Previous reports
of American losses were: Killed six,
and wounded seven. The .Moros los-
ses unewtiinaled although thought, to
lie heavv.
WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all high-grad- e
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
H. C YONTZ, JEWELER, SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
K. 13. Kempenicb, a merchant at
I'eralta, Valencia county, is spending
a few days in'. Santa' Fe.
J, II. Nations, a prominent business
and cattle mail ot" Kl I'nsofi Texas, is
in the city for' a few days.
Judge Waldb and Ralph K. Twitch-ell- ,
of the Santa Fe! h gal department,
are in the city from Las Vegas.
Senator II. B. Holt of Las Oruces,
came to the city last being-calle-
to Santa Fe on mailers, legal.
Manuel V. Vigil, of Albuquerque,
district attorney for the Second ju-
dicial district, is spending the day in
i;
9
In coming back they attempted to
cross, and the water was up to the
running board before they got half
way into the stream. Then came a
new test of endurance and persisten-
cy. They hired a dozen men and sev-
eral horses, and hud to jack the ma-
chine up onto logs and timbers be-
fore they could get. it to budge out of
the quicksand. Finally after Mr. Cat-
ron and Mr. Wilson had been wading
around in the water and directing
things, the machine moved slowly and
was brought, to dry land. Going on
towards Espanola they found that the
ball bearings on one wheel were wear- -
lug and cutting, so that after they
CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Buggies and 5addlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Work for the Xew Mexican. It is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new slate. ithe city.
Work for the New Mexican. It it
forking for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
F. B. Schweutker, a prominent Albu-
querque Insurance man and good roads
booster, is in the citj accompanied by
his wife.104 DON GASPER ST. Telephone 9 W had passed on and got as far as Po-- , AH(in mA ,
;:;rLVSS;lcliooiM Dancing Oeporiniciiiloaq ue i lev wet; ou igeu u siup unuZ., are in the city fromthe trouble. T lev tound the .
camp 11!1" Mrs. Test's Classes in Firemen's Hallcylinder of an old axle that belonged! ol? ,"' compf"' sIMJUfS. J HUH cuum.
THE STAR BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable Re-
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE POMES. TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS. PROMPT SERVICE.
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
Children's Cliuw Kcuins t'rliltiy, June 20. 3 J M,
Adult I'raetlce Class " " "8 "
Assembly Hojrin Friday, June 9 to 11.30 I' M,
IVivutii Lessons. Kuuey linnelutf Tiuirhi.Denver& fiio Grande R. R.
Herculano Martinez of Alcalde, Pro-
gressive committeeman from Rio Ar-
riba county, returned home this morn-
ing after several days in Santa Fe.
J. Benson Newell, W. L. Trimble,
Sam Stevens, J. F. Fagan and John
to a wagon at thai place and cut and
trimmed it to the right size, put it on
the axle thus protecting it from fur-
ther wear and came on into town.
William Brown, who has n large
car of one of the best make, also ex-
perienced a good deal of trouble near
Espanola, last week. He tried to
cross the Santa Cruz river near Ihat
place, which is generally a little,
harmless creek. It had swollen so
that it was a rushing torrent. He
Round Trip Excursion Fare,
! L. Zimmerman motored up from
this morning and left
shortly afternoon for Las Vegas.
The many friends of Mrs. T. A.
Hayden, who was so severely burned
,a few weeks ago, will be pleased to
$34.50Santa Fe to Salt Lake City, Utah,
, r... .ill rfwnt- - unrl unnrl Ihrmiti-l-
know t,lat she is able to be out againlooming out all right, but the driver
"'"'8 trom the painful in'back of him. who was driving one of j jury,
F. W. Drake, superintendent of the
Santa Barbara Pole and Tie company,
Hay, Grain Flour
We Can Save You Money.
Telephone a Trial Order. Phone 214 J.
We Buy and Sell for Cash.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. -:- - WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
at Hodges was in Santa Fe yester-- j
day on his way out to the drive for a
j look over the operations. He expects
to return tomorrow and w ill then ru-- !
main in the city for a few days.
District Attorney Alex Read, Judge
INSURANCE
FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS
The Best That Can be Bought !
AT ANY PRICE
Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use in-
surance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE
FRANK M. JONES,
Office United States Bank Building
(KIKST H'J.OOK)
who has purchased the Insur-
ance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
good companies, Kood'protection
j Brown's smaller cars, was not so for-- I
tunate, and was simply buried In the
stream, having to swim out to save
i himself. This caused a delay, and men
Iliad to be hired and horses hitched
ion to the car to drag it out onto dry
land. The big car had a mishap, try- -
ing to get to Tierra Amarilla, a steel
axle being ground off as squarely,
while trying to get the machine out
iof the sand, as if It had been sawed,
and the trip had to be abandoned.
,
ACCOUNT ANNUAL CONVENTION
NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION
July 7-1- 2, 1913.
DATES OF SALE JULY 4, 5, 6, 1913.
FINAL RETURN LIMIT, OCTOBER 31.
Stop-Ove- rs Allowed In Both Directions
Within Final Limit.
WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
mtiitiiMimum
THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - - 1 16 Galisteo St.
E. C. Abbott, District Clerk Ed Saf-for-
District Court. Stenographer
Mrs. G. F. McNitt and Attorney A. R
Renehan are expected home today
rrom Tierra Amarilla, where they
have been attending court, the past
two weeks.
Roman Salazar, a prominent ranch-
er and cattle man, of Espanola, is in
the city. Mr. Salazar is suffering
from the effects of an accident receiv-
ed recently, being kicked on (he
chest by a critter, and he has not been
able to find any permanent relief from
the injury.
Rev. B. F. Summers, of Springer,
THE BRILLIANT STARS OF JUNE.j
By the end of June, Mars. Venus.
Saturn and Jupiter will al. he morning
stars, but Foley' Honey and Tar
j Compound is at all times thfe "Star"
medicine for coughs, colds croup and
Y'lmupirig cough. A cold in June is as
apt to develop into bronchitis or pneu
monia as at any other tirm?, nut not
if Foley's Hony and Tar Compound Is j
taken. The Capital Pharmacy.
j)mumnrLrLruijxru jHENRY KRICK&--
DISTRIBUTOR OF
LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Afent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J Santa Fe, New Mex.
" former pastor of the Methodist
Subscribe for the Santa F New church of this city, is in Santa Ke
the paper that boosts all day, having come up from the
time and works for the upbuild cia valley, where he has been
of our new State. inir nfter his ranch. Ue is on his
.mmmMmm.0n.m 1,.v.i vwl ntnnnri nft nt Ilia rnn., Vtl JUilllTT, ailU Dl.Ul" v. w.l Hi
ital to transact business with the
United States land odice.
Dr. H. P. Mera, Jr., of Abeline, Kan--H. S. KAUNE & GO. mnrforn Rrnnorn l(
i AsJb . 1 1 THE AMERICAN I
s
PriceWhere Quality Governs the
and Price the Quality I COMPANY lwm
1 HSUMMER TOURISTMrs. Warner
gas, arrived nere mis weeK ana win
lliave charge of his brother's business
while the latter is in attendance at
tlie American Medical Association, at
.Minneapolis, Minn. Herbert Rhorrer,
tilso of Abeline, accompanied the doe-jlo- r
and will make a short stay at the
jSunmount sanitarium,
C. A. Hernandez, of Ojo Caliente,
jhas sent to his brother, U. C. Hernan-ulez- ,
receiver of the local land office,
ifor presentation to the New Mexico
Historical Society a magnificent, col-
lection of Indian arrow heads which
he has collected during the years he
!has been in the Indian country. These
arrow heads are of all sizes ranging
jfrom less than a half I inch long to
Its not a new Idea, but ons
well worth considering when
you buy your Groceries, The
purity and wholesomeness of
all foods sold in our store RATESIs your best kind of Healtr
Insurance for you. Inferior
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,
--TO
IF4YOU BUSINESS MEN
only realized the business-buildin- g power of first-cla- ss
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100 efficient, you would specify
goods are not sold by es. We
leave that to thos who wlsr
to take chances. HIGH
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
LOW AS THIS QUALITY
WILL PERMIT Is the basis
upon which we want our
reputation to rest P'ease
remember this.
over three Inches in length, and are
so arranged on the display board as
to form the name and address of the
donor. This collection will prove a
very interesting one for the museum
Is now furnishing us
with her fresh HOME
MADE BREAD and
ROLLS, PIES, COF-
FEE CAKES, LAYER
CAKES, Etc., every
hour in the day. If
you have tried them
we need say no more,
but if you have not,
get busy, you don't
know what you have
been missing.
Fresh Vegetables Daily
We save you moneyon
STRAWBERRIES FOR PRESERVING.
Colorado Springs, $18.15
Salt Lake, Ogden, 40.00
St. Louis 47.35
Buffalo, N. Y., . . 66.45
$21.10
16.35
51.85
51.85
78.85
Denver, .
Pueblo,
'
.
Chicago, .
St. Paul, .
New York,
and will become more valuable as
time goes on.
Ralph Enos arrived from Xogalcs
yesterday, and is shaking hands with
his many friends. Mr. Enos does not
look as heavy in weight as formerly,
although he is just as much a heavy
weight. However, he has not as much
Atlantic City, . . 79.35JUST RECEIVED
Another car load IOf On sale daily June lit to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
3 1st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
return limit is 60 days from date of sale.OALIPOR 2sT I .A.LOS ANGELES. ter ee SAN FRANCISCO,
: Boss Patent Flour.
PURE FOODS
V Monarch Canned Goods,
,' Richelieu Canned Goods,
::; Hunt's Hand Peeled Califor-- t:
nia Canned Fruits.
CHASE & SANBORN'S
Tea and Coffee.
$55.55SAN DIEGO. OAKLAND,
flesh on his bones, due to the warm-
er climate, and that peculiar disease
it is surmised, called homesickness.
At any rate Ralph goes into raptures
when he views the landscape o'er,
and says that it does look good to see
the trees in the plaza again. He has
been in the land of cactf, the Gila
monster, the centipede, and the cham-
pion fairy story teller, when it comes
to fighting any kind of real battles ex-
cept those fought in print. Mr. Enos
(Fac-Simi- le Water-Mu-
The De Luxe Business Paper
.
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality
character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive-Jus- t
specify COUPON BOND today.
! And see the
FINE CANDIES
On sale daily, June 1st to Sept. 30th, 1913. Return limit, October 31st, 1913
SPECIAL EXCURSIONS
LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO, CeA CC
SAN DIEGO, P'"'ii OAKLAND,
Dates of sale, June 30, July 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. Return limit, August 31st.
Also on sale August 22, 23, 24,25, 26, 27, 28, 29. Return limit, Oct. 22,1913.
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
on sale to many other points in the United States and Canada.
2H. S. KAUNE & CO.
says that for pipe dreams the aver-
age battle fought between the follow-
ers of Huerta and the insurrectos
lays over anything ground out of an
opium joint. Everybody is glad to
see Ralph and welcome him back to
the Lord's own country.
The following fight fans arrived here '
For further particulars call on or address.difference. Let us show you samples. Where H. S. LUTZ, Agt., SANTA FE, N. M.NEW Prices ar Bst
Sufp Oualltv
MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, AGENTS.
. Santa F- - N. M. ().-- - - inararuvunnjvuuuinnnsuin
mu it NEW MEXICAN TUESDAY, JUNE 17, 1913.
THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA. 4,,, P ttitSanta Fe New Mexican VALLEY KA1VCH, WT.
Entered as Socoad Cluss Matter at the Samta ! Poatofflce
The Sotita Fe New Mexican ..Published Dally
The New Mexican Review. ...... ..English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano Spanish Weekly
The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
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Condensed Statement of the
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,
JUNE 4, 1913.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts, $ 656,035.37
Bonds and Securities 92,943.38
United States Bonds 70,000.00
Banking House Furniture and Fixtures.. 45,916.93
Cash on hand and in banks 300,096.47
$1,164,992.15
LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock $ 150,000.00
Surplus and Profits 101,920.94
Circulation 38,400.00
Deposits 874,671.21
$1,164,9915
As made to the Comptroller of the Currency un-
der his call for report for June 4, 1913.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally, par year, by mall 15.00 Dally, rt qaart, ky nail IMtt
Dally, tlx monlht, by mall 12.51 Dally, par aaarraa, ky cantor tIM
Weekly, par year 11.01 Weakly, tU months M
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THE BYSTANDER
SEES ITAS"All of Today's Newn Today"
of whom we hear very little.
They never go about bragging
about their country.
Few of them could make a speech
at a banquet if they wanted to and
they don't want to.
Their names seldom get into tno
in the saddle and would rather ride
than do anything else in the world)
It would make life seem very much
less hopeless. Do you think you could
help me?
"1 can pay something, but not the
high prices of the livery stables wTiers
If They Did.
I only hope that the suffragettes
will not carry their theories of the
method of living along the lines of
the female spider.
PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 286 EDITORIAL ROOMS 31
1 have inquired. There must be some
good horse in or about tho city whose
owner goes away for the summer, per-
haps, and would be kind enough, even
glad, for the horse's sake, to let a
careful rider use him, occasionally on
Sundays. I thought that with your
papers but they are the real boost-
ers just the same, because instead
of talking about what can be done,
they go to work and actually do it.
In farming sections like Quay coun-
ty the real boosters are the farmers
that really farm their farms for all
they are worth.
They are too busy attending to
This little creature can
gette the suffragettes, and if our worn- -
en ever follow out the spider idea, j
the men might just as well get off the
earth.
Maybe that is what the scientist had
in mind when he said away ahead in
wide acquaintance you might know of
seme person, or be able to help me
tind one."
It is a mighty big sacrifice for o ie
born and bred in the beautiful west, or
The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.
the somewhere, the spiders woum
inherit the earth.
He may have meant that our women
would act like spiders.
their own business of making a liv-
ing for themselves to spent much of
their time trying to induce immigra-- (
Hon, but whom a man really worth
while conies along he will be much
more liable to locate where he sees
other people have made good than
where he hears a whole lot of talk
but sees no results.
The man who gets results is the
best booster for any country. Obar
Progress.
We have to hand it to these little!
creatures in one way, though. They
nre the greatest engineers on earth.
They are ahead of our human engi-
neers, a long ways, and in the spin-
ning of their webs, they make bal
Large Sample Rooms. THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
LAME DUCK LOBBYISTS.
How do you like the notion, Mr. Ordinary Citizen, of sending a man to
represent you down in congress for a term or two or three; and then, when
he is no longer in your graces, when the political pendulum swings and he Is
left by the wayside, of seeing him hire out as a lobbyist to some big special
interest, using the experience you gave him to plot against your welfare?
In the oideu days a soldier of that kind was called a "soldier of fortune"
or "bravo" and not rated very high. His pica was that ie "had to live";
but the obvious objection to his .living in the way he lived was lhat it too
strongly tended to make public trouble.
There are in Washington who may not, while in office,
have tried to win the favors of rich interests so as to get "taken care of"
when the inevitable political upset came.
Hut don't you see how much of a temptation would be put before a weak
brother to do that, as he saw many famous "exes" living high and taking
life easy as paid agents of wealthy clients?
Kvery one of the "lame duck" brood interrogated before the senate com-
mittee swore by all that's sacred that of course he was doing nothing wrong.
Meaning, we suspect, nothing for which he can be sent to jail. That a thing
may be wrong and yet .lawful involves a shading which requires a sensitive
conscience to understand something the "lame duck" lobbyists don't seem
to have.
What can be done about it? The humorous suggestion that lobbyists
be required to don fantastic uniforms maybe contains the answer. Law prob-
ably can't make much difference with a situation like this: but public senti-
ment can. Treat frankly as a mercenary the man who, afte' serving the peo
one who has come out here and learn-
ed to love It, to go back east again to
stay. There is a wonderful lure in the
western land and away from it, the
heart turns back and the call to go ty
it again is well nigh irresistible.
Those coming from the east catch
the spirit of it too, and the breadth
and freedom of it fascinates. There
is no land like It. Once among tno
mountains the flat country becomes
so tame and commonplace, and the
very air of the west Ingratiates itself
into one's blood and the influence of
it cannot be evaded.
hope the western girl in 1'hiladel-- 1
liia gets her horse, don't you?
ances that are the envy and the won-
der of the humans. i Gil wmmmmmmm wm-.wf- iWORDS OF PRAISEHut I started to speak on the do-
mestic life of the spider. The male is WOODY S STAGE LFOR OUR GOVERNOR La Salie Hotel
1
1
1i
nothing but a poor, despised bug. He
would be a most popular figure for Prom
BARRANCA TO TAOS
I CHARLEY GANN, Prop'r 1 j Both North southI g Bounds Trains.
comic supplement artists and cartoon-
ists. Tile poor thing goes about in a
constant tremor of terror for his life,
and there is reason for it as his spouse
would kill him if she felt inclined
without any compunction whatever.
This female spider considers herself
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
miAMONG THE EDITORS. the north bound train and arrives at
m
European Plan.
Meals At All Hours.
Elegant Rooms in Connec-
tion. Steam Heat,
Electric Lights and Baths.
ple, hires out to serve their enemies. Clothe him, in fancy, in the garb of a the most important, thing on earth
(From the El Paso Herald)
New Mexico is fortunate in having
as governor at this time a man of
clear-cu-t ideas and firm character. He
is not much of a but
one cannot talk with him without
being impressed by his sterling good
sense, genuinely progressive ideas,
and inclination toward fair play. He
has not played politics to suit some of
the men who worked for him before
election, but he is acting upon the un-
usual conception that he is the gov-
ernor of a whole state and not of any
party, faction, or section.
Incidentally, New Mexico, is thriv- -
renegade. When there is enough scornful sentiment against that kind of and she will fight with provocation or!
Taos at 7 p.m.
Ten miles shorter than any other ,
way. Good covered hacks and gooddollar chasing the trade will languish. 'without it. She has u temper that is
It's Slow.
Opportunity is the slowest, thing in
the world when it is approaching you
but when it is going in the other di-
rection it travels farther than light.
Springer Stockman.
Dear Old New Mexico.
RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
241 San Francisco Street.
Near S. W. Corner Plaza,
H teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
jg furnished commercial men to take In
5 the surrounding towns. Wire Embudc
atatlan.
hot, short and fiery and has no con-Itr-
over it whatever. Her children
'have to toe the mark and there is no
(motherly tenderness about her.
Willi all these things true, we
shrink from the thought of
woman ever being like this female
spider and only hope the suffragettes
vvnn't read ton much about tier and
wmmmmwmmrmmmmmmm
AN OPEN FIELD.
The El Paso Herald, speaking of the building up of the west, says, touch-
ing the subject of land occupation:
"The time is coming when Kl Paso will be the center not only of a rich
agricultural valley, but of a "shallow water" irrigated farm country of great
productiveness. That is the solution of the problem of the-i- rich hut "arid"
western plains. Somebody has said that "Water in unlimited quantities is
Notwithstanding the sweltering hot ung greatly since being relieved in
some degree from the blight of per-
petual political strife. The rest is
doing the state good.
weather in the eastern and central
states, dear old New Mexico, the Sun-
shine State of health, wealth and
prosperity registers away down ahout
85 at high noon.--Clov- is Journal.
J NW MAYESwithin ")i feet of every man's door" out here in this section, and that is!,,,v ,
mighty near literally true, even if you do have to go straight down tor it., ,,. liey nmu .mjKi,t jst as wellSuch a bounty of natural resource is too great an asset to go long neglected. jllall(j in' his resignation and take the
CHRISTIAN
ENDEAVOR
"CONVENTION
Just a Cur.
"The colonizing company of the tract above Tularosa will make a special
effort to obtain skilled farmers who have capital of their own, in money sav-
ings as well as in experience. The methods of the company will be worth
The next fight will be over the leg-
islature, and the lines are forming for
e hard campaign. New Mexico is still
in the formative period of new state-
hood, and fortunately there is no such
radical spirit rampant as prevails in
some of the newer commonwealths.
New Mexico will gain greatly by ex
bichloride of mercury route out of the; The man who is smilingly friendly
universe. with us when in our presence, and
For What It's Worth. jthen talks about and maligns us when
1 saw the clipping riven herewith in 0,- back is turned, is a cowardly cur. .A.3SrX)lclose watching bv El I'asoans and others interested in promoting the develop- -
a paper this morning and publish itrdlui j8 110t worthy of the respect and
for what it is worth. confidence of any self respecting per
Drink plenty of water between son Lakewood Progress.
Don't Mind It.
ercising in all things
and pursuing a conservative and just
policy toward all interests and all
classes, rather than by setting off
weekly earthquakes to see the folks
jump.
meals.
Apples soothe the nerves.
Lemons cure colds.
Figs are laxative.
Cranberries sooth? sufferers
It has now developed that the su-
gar lobby in Washington does not
mind a little thing like forging a
SundavSchoolAssociation
SANTA FE, N. H.
For this occasion the Santa Fe
Railway will sell tickets from all
points in New Mexico to Santa Fe
and return at one and one-fift- h fare
for the round trip.
Dates of sale, June 29th to July
3rd. Return limit, July 8th, 1913.
For particulars, see Santa Fe
Agents.
H. S. LUTZ, AgL, SANTA FE, N. M.
from signature of the government officials'
erysipelas.
Strawberries are the richest
nor the substitution of their own data
for that of congress. And again it
INSURANCE
-
Fire, Life, Accident
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc
REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms
Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc
Surety Bonds
Of All Kinds.
Telephone 194 W., Room 24
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
SANTA FE - NEW MEXICO
ofj SLANDERED WIFE
UIAPOST CARDSdirectly ab-
- looks rather shady for senators to perfruits, their sugar being
sorbable. mit this sort of work to be sent out
l carrots are excellent tor theoung un(ier tiH.(r senatorial franks, espe- -
skm, hair, nails and tor beauty y senators hailing from the Philadelphia. June 17. Chargeu
elall'- ' Ulnar states. But that is exactlv Willi sending through the mails nost- -
ment and beneficial use of the rich uplands of the Hocky Mountain South-
west."
This, we have strongly contended, is the hope of this yieat western sec-
tion, and when it is realized through the investment of capital in the sinking
of shallow wells, there will be no part of the American continent that will
offer what New Mexico will for the farmer who Is looking for a fruitful
field, or the young man wanting to make a start in a held full of rich oppor-
tunity and success that follows honest endeavor. There is every indication
that underlying certain sections of this state are shallow waters, waiting
only to be utilized by the men who have confidence enough to make the first
trial.
It was years before the Iteming fields wu-- prospected, after those who
believed in them had given out the foundation for their belief and today
nothing in the west surpasses the Mimbres valley as an alluring field for the
home seeker and the farmer.
In this day there is a much greater chauce for young men, graduates of
our agricultural schools, to come into the west and make uui of that know-
ledge which had not yet come to those of a few generations ago.
The professions are crowded: there is a demand for more cultivators of
the soil. The "back to the farm" cry has substantial reason back of it, and
' the great American desert." as it was designated in the geographies of a few
years ago, is calling for tenants and developers.
It needs only to become known, and the recent taking up of over r.n.nOfl
acres in Otero county by a syndicate, to open the same for settlement with
the shallow water proposition as an incentive, may be the opening wedge
to a prosperity undreamed of until very recently.
Without doubt. Torrance county offers the same promising chance. The
Estancia vaJJey can be made a garden.
Red fruits are richest in iron. wliat has taken place. Roswell Rec- - i cards of a scurrilous nature, reflectingietiuce leaus gently steepywara. (0,.(i
R. Snyder, of Berlin, Md., and a former
resident of this city ,was indicted by
Tomatoes ,ricli in potash, are es- - Don't Go There,
pecially good for the blood, assist Evpry bov unt, youug man,in tnis
the bile and are wholesome for people Hnd every oth(,r town is ,lnaer ob.
who suffer from jaundice or sick servatlol, an(1 wnen vacancies occur
neadacne. i in positions of responsibility they do
"FixitShop"
For Repairing of All Kinds
In Metal and Wood
GUNS, BICYCLE,
LOCK, KEY and
UPHOLSTERING SPECIALTIES
128 Galisteo St. Phone 109 J
It seems to me that I have read the
opposite of almost everything con-
tained in that list at one time or an-
other.
The water drinking proposition has
certainly had its Innings in the discus-
sion of scientific gentlemen.
I am a believer in the water habit
myself, for both inside and outside
application, and do not think it pos
not go to those who hang around pub-
lic places, smoking cigarettes, aping
the styles of dudes and mashers, but
to the lad who is clean, sober, dili-
gent and honest who will serve his
employer loyally. A straight, clean,
manly boy never had to hunt for a
job. He is always In demand. Raton
Range.
Science and Politics.
the federal grand jury in Baltimore.
He was held in $2000 bail, and will
appear for trial before the United
States district court in that city to-
morrow.
Snyder and his wife, Mrs. L. Ran-
dolph Snyder, who resides in this city,
have lived apart for several years. It
is charged that Snyder, for a period
of four years, has been sending ob-jectionable postcards to numerous ac-
quaintances of himself and Mrs. Sny-
der.
Posfal Inspector M. S. Plummer, of
Wilmington, Del., has been working on
the case since April, 1910, but did not
get sufficient evidence until recently
to take up the matter with the federal
sible to get too much, and yet I can When scientific men mix in politics
EUGENE NADEAll, PROPRIETOR,
Former Master Mechanic
Sacramento Shaft, Bisbee. Arizona.u, ,,,suu ,lf). generally make blunders, andwe were told that one would get drop- - the couutrv has 8een a notable exhl-s-if he drank much water, but I still bltion of tnis in tne weatller b,lreau,think that the abundance of water was Uvhen wilgon wag eected wiljs hnot put in the earth for nothing and Moore wa ch)ef of the weatnerthat there is of drink-- jno danger our bm.eau chf Moore ,s a Democrat,ing tOO lnllCll. n,i Bl,...l u. nnaitin,, ...win- -
The great southwest, unless all signs fail, is about coming into its own.
The future never appeared brighter.
o
HAS BEEN BUT NOT NOW
When thosf wind and water Frisco railway securities were being peddled,
many were unloaded upon thrifty Frenchmen. Certain banking houses in
Paris, relying, as they claim, upon what New York bankers told them, of-
fered these securities to their patrons with strong recommendations. The
stung purchasers are now properly making a dolorous outcry.
Which leads the foremost French newspaper to say:
"Americans have an absolutely different mentality in regard to business
from what we have. Even the best of them can never be believed on his
word."
This would be a sad fact if it were true. It, of course, isn t true, and the
Paris Temps must know that it Isn't true.
If "you're another" were any argument, Americans might retort by r
minding these French complainants of the De Lesseps Panama canal scandals
authorities in Baltimore. Mrs. Snyder.
was present when her husband gave
bail for his appearance In court
Where
Shall We
Go This
Summer?
Upon the correct answer to this,
question will depend much of
the pleasure of your outing.
Why not avail yourself of the
assistance of the undersigned,
one of the Santa Fe's summer
tour specialists? His help wili
cost you nothing, but you will
find' it Invaluable.
Then, too, those tomatoes, "rich in j Hepublican his Snyder is IS years old, and is prominadministration by
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Small holding claim No. 5277. "
Serial No. 015207.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N.,M., May 24, 1913,
puiasn unu gooa ior tne oioou. we ently connected in Vineland and south-
ern Maryland.can many of us recall a few years ago
good work. He conceived the idea
that he would make a good secretary
of agriculture, and began working for Notice is hereby given that the
scientific men and doctors announced
with all seriousness and by way of
warning, that tomatoes were sure pro MAKE A CAPTURE
IN THE MOUNTAINSducers of cancer. Yes, sir, if you ate
the position. He worked his subord-
inates in the weather service to work
their pull to get him appointed, and
being good fellows they did what
they could for him. After Wilson
was inaugurated and Dr. Houston was
following-name-d claimant has filed
notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of h'.s claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of
March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
one of those pretty, red, toothsome
things you would get a cancer, Instant-er- .
I understand that even yet, our
hnglish cousins over in the British
r..i., .,n . j
amended by the act of February 21,
1893 (27 Stats., 470) and that saidj appointed secretary of agriculture the
Waynesboro, Pa., June 17. After a
climb of six miles into the mountains
near Deerfield. William Daywalt, a
constable, of this place, and Dennis,
a corporal, and Eiler and Stillwell,
loiro, onii leiLi&H 10 eui mis uauger-- j WGajber service got In bad. Chief proof will be made before Abel Perea,
County Clerk, at Bernalillo, N.
ous, oeain-ueaiin- truit, l ao not
know how we Americans Could do
Moore was fired, and since then there
lint a Lot,,-- l.a ..... ,.r .1:.,...: ,1..
and inviting comparison of American witn rrencu nnanciai meuiuus m mc
digging of the big ditch.
But that kind of retort gets nowhere.
Sharpers aren't limited to any nationality.
Nevertheless, it ought to be of interest to the millions of hard-workin- g
:md g Americans who had no part in the Frisco or similar stock
jobbing adventures that these bitter and too sweeping judgments are being
circulated widely throughout the world.
They may be unjust as to individuals, but are they so very much unjust
as to our nation, which has let the buccaneers of high finance have pretty
much their own way?
President Harris of Northwestern I'niversity, told the Illinois we,lfar
commission the other day in effect that the multi-million- s piled up by men
like Harrlmau were great bargain for the community, because there was s
M., on July 10, 1913, viz: Franciscowithout it. .ot a camper, a prospec-- ! anA nmo , mlnon. , ,
tor, a Mora, of Cuba, N. M., for the lot 1,with the serv mpiui
oiiiiiun uauger, a ruguivefrom justice.
The officers were after Gauger and
out for a time, away from civilization Sec. 21, and lots 4, 5 and 6, Sec. 16,ice have been fired or suspended.
They must have done some crudethinks of leaving canned tomatoes out T. 21 N., R.
1 W.
of his camp kit, and 1 do not know oflZJJZ.rlT ve been getting Lib- -
John Toms, who is wanted for a num-
ber of crimes and who escaped some
time ago from the Gettysburg jail. The
whlnneying of a horse, which the men
had stolen recently from a Gettysburg
...... auu iruj nun ao a ntri;- - prnl
Why Not Visit
Colorado, Grand Canyon, Cali-
fornia, the Northwest Chicago,
Adirondack, the Northern Lake
Regions, or the Atlantic Coast
Resorts this summerf
tremendous return to the public, in such work as Harriman did. essity of life.President Harris, as reported, did not discriminate between honest and Two Kinds.
In New Mexico, as In all newly-set- -efficient work for the public and railway building with both eyes on the stock man, betrayed the approach of the off!
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous ad-
verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the sur-
vey of the township, viz:
Tranquilino Romero, Jose Andres
Archibeque, Culso Sandoval, Felipe
Salazar, ail of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said Droof.
ticker. His testimony exemplified the common American fault of worshiping tied regions there is a great deal of jeers about 5 o'clock this morning, and
wealth because of its size and power and with no clear vision as to its mora.ls.. "boosting" done for the country
The little note above, at the begin-
ning of this ramble, is interesting to
read, anyway.
Lonesome.
I clipped the following out of the
North American and
somehow it appealed to me, as it must
to every resident of the great west,
and we have a sympathy for the west-
ern girl who missed her horse:
Toms, running from the tent which
the men had erected in the thickets
managed to make his escape. Gauger
was caught.
Gauger recently came from an In
This is of two kinds.
One kind runs mainly to talk and
the newspaper article.
Much of it is done at banquets and
other public gatherings.
The newspapers print many col
or wno Knows of any substantial rea
Complete Information about
summer fares and train service,
etc., sent promptly, If you ad-
dress J
son under the lao and regulations of
Naturally foreigners take such judgments of our eminent educators to be the
true gauge of the American conscience.
It has been, but it no longer is. We're getting our ethical eyes opened.
The man who has to have millions wrung from poverty as his reward for
doing great public service, isn't, we make bold 'to prophesy, the type of
man the American people in future are going to set up as tho highest example
of success.
o
The Pere Marquette railroad system claims a deficit for the month of
April of $140,000. That would put most of us out of business. It Is simply
diana hospital, where he was a patient
while his leg, broken in attempting tne interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will beumns about the opportunities to be
"I am a western girl, a stranger 'found in their states or their towns
to escape a railroad officer in Indiana,
healed. The men were wanted for
larceny, housebreaking and one oralone in this city, earning my living.I have worked hard all winter, with
This is all very good as far as it
goes, but there has been so much of
it that it doesn't go very far any
two other crimes. - Gauger has a
given an opportunity at the above-mentione- d
time and place to cross-examin- e
the witnesses of said claimant
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
almost no recreation, and I am pretty
H. S. LUTZ, Afent,
SANTA FE.1
NEW MEXICO
criminal record here. The state troop-
ers and Constable Daywalt traveledurea ana lonesome and homesick. If j more. People have got tired of It.I could get hold of a horse to ride They all say it is all wind and etc.
wonderful what these poor railroads can stand in the way of losses.
. a
When William J. Bryan finds the diplomacy business too secret to allow
a chance to talk much, there is still the lecture platform open to him.
fourteen miles afoot in the chase after
sometimes (because I was brought up There Is another class of boosters the men. Register. J r
PAGE SEVEWSANTA FE NEW MEXICANTUESDAY, JUNE 17, 1913.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
"I a.n an old man and many of my troubles WflWTSnever lia mx'iied. KLHKRi tiUliliAKU MASONIC.Watch Your Baby
These Summer Days Ap- -WANTED A competent cook,
ply .Mrs. A. li. Kenelum.
Montezuma IOdge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communi-
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic Hall at
7: SO.
E. K. PAUL, W. M.
LAST DAY OF THE
SCOTTISH REUNION
SUCCESS HAS MARKED THE PROGAMS
-
A BIG REUNION TO BE HELD HERE
IN OCTOBER, WHEN THE GRAND LODGE,
GRAND COMMANDER! AND GRAND
CHAPTER, ALSO EASTERN STAR AND
SHRINERS WILL CONVENE.
FOR RENT Furnished or un'iir-i.ishe-d
rooms. Call at New State C(e
iCHAS. B. LINNEY, Secretary.
white hair and wrinkled faces of our busy men and women tellTHE doubt, fear and anxiety more than disease or age. Worry plays
with the nervous system so that digestion is ruined and sleep
banished. What oil is to the friction of the delicate parts of an engine
DR. PIERCE'S
golden Medical Hascovery
is to the delicate organs of the body. It's a tonic and body builder because it
stimulates the liver to vigorous action, assists tlio stomach to assimilate food thus
enriching the blood, and I he nprves and heart in turn are fed on pure rich blood.
Neuralgia "is the cry of starved nerves for food." For forty years "Golden
Medical Discovery" in liquid form has given great satisfaction as a tonic and
blood maker.
Now it can be obtained in tablet form from dealers in medicine
or send 50 one-ce- nt stamps for trial box. Write R. V.Picrce.Dulfalo.
Little Stomachs Get Out of Order
Easily in Hot Weather.
During the hot months mothers
should look very carefully to the con-
dition of the bowels of babies and
young children, and, for thai matter,
it is very important in the lives of
people of all ages. Care Hhould he
taken that the water is pure, the milk
wholesome and the fruit ripe (al-
though not over-ripe)- , and that not
loo much of anything is eaten.
When trouble results it is usually
in the form of constipation or of
diarrhoea. If the child loses appetite,
is fretful or languid, and complains
Santa Fe Chapter No
1, R. A. M. Xtegulat
convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
FOR KENT Two four room brick
ri sidences with bath. O. f. Walson it
;Co.
i FOR RENT Furnished .Vraum
modern house. Owner leaving town.
C. A. J., New Mexican.
FOR RENT Furnished front room,
with private bath in connection, Jul
(limit avenue.
The second day of the Scottish Kite
program is being carried out at the
Cathedral today, with the full class in
attendance, those participating in the
exercises as published in the New
.Mexican yesterday. The (bird and last
tiay of the reunion will be no less in- -
J. A. .MASSIE,
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, H. P.
' Secretary.DR. PIKRCF.'S pleasant peixetsHilieve cnntlpntln, reKolate the liver,an' bowels. Eay to take as candy.
Santa Fe Commandery FOR RENT A three or six room
No. 1, K. T. Regular house furnished or unfurnished. Ap- -i, riii,irnrt eIvpb teresting and will be fultilled aeoru- -it to her two little boys; and Mrs. to the well outlined program. ply to I). S Lowitiki.the Scottish HOTEL ARRIVALS.1 he next reunion oin r n., np vQw fnl.. Edmund C, Abbott, ",2: Norman I..King, 112; William C. Fielden, 32: conclave fourth
Mon-
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
p. m.
of headache, you may look for con-
stipation. Give it a small dose of nr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin at night on
retiring, and by morning this pleasant
laxative will have acted and the child
will be its normal self again.
At the first sign ot a summer cold
also give Syrup Pepsin, as the clean-
ing out of the bowels will usually be
'linds 'Mite of Freemasonry will be held iuwho it in everv particular Just
need. this cily next October, and will in-what she and her family
Avoid giving children cathartics, ;' gathering of greatwill be
munnlludo.
several
purgatives pills or powders, as they
"ranches of Masonry here, includ.ngare too harsh. Confine yourself to
WESLEY 0. CONNER, JR E. C.
jW. B. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Piano for Sale In first class condi-
tion. Call between 2 and 4 p. in. 107
Washington avenue.
FOR SALE -- One of the best
ranches in Tcsuque valley. Terms to
The De Vargas.
T). I). Conway, Alamosa, Colo.
Thos. J. Sanford, City.
R. E. Twitchell, Eas Vegas.
II. U. Waldo, Las Vegas.., ,, iovfi,..ni nuo riv fnlfl-- ' the urano i.ouge, me uriiuu t oiuimuiu-
-
Santa Fe Lodge of PerH, famine; jh.vciiii. av. ...
Donald I). Vick Roy, :;2: Robert V.
iloyle. :!2; Earl C. Iden. :I2; Kmmett
.1. DeArcy, .12; Ernest O. I'rehm.'
.';2; James W. Chaves. ;',2; Robert ,J.
Cricliton, :J2; James W. Norment,!
32; Thomas J. Sauford. 32; Harry S.j
.Uowman. 32: harlcs M. Stauffer,
32. "
Vedic and Zend Worshipers. j
.irilui W. Mayes, 33, 1. ;. H
Chief Worshiper
You can obtainsufficient to break tha cold. Summer j well's Syrup Pepsin. Apply New Mexican.F. 11. Schwentker, wife and childrenery and the Grand Chapter
of New
.Mexico, the meeting of the Order of
the Eastern Star, and the meeting of
the Shrine of this state. The Shriners
fection No. I, 14th de-- jsuit.
gree. Ancient and Ac- -
cepted Scottish Rite of; FOI SALE Excellent, nearly new
it or any aruggisi at imy cema mm
one dollar a bottle, the latter being
the fnmilv size. on'Piano; will be sold on easy terms: aFree Masonry meets
Families wishing tj try a free sam- - i will Dring tneir expensive paiapueiiiy tb.e third Monday of each month at bargain. Mrs. L. II. Miller, Grant .we.
diarrhoea can be stopped in the same
way by ridding the bowels of the pois-
ons and germs that cause the trouble.
This opinion of the value of Syrup
Pepsin is shared by thousands of
people like .Mrs. Klla Ilenzel, 124
Nichols Ave., Stratford, Conn., who
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New
Cathedral. Visiting Scottish Rite FOR SALE -- Good r, horse-powe- r
pie bottle can obtain it. postpaid, by lia here from Albuquerque, and there
addressing Dr. W. 13. Caldwell, 4 IS v ill be a gathering of Masons from all
Washington St., Monticello, 111. j over the state that will result in a
in rite growth in the future of the
Good condition.
Printing com- -
Masons are cordially invited to attend, Leffel steam engine.
E. C. ABBOTT, 32, Apply New Mexican
Venerable Master. pany.
Alhuquerq tie.
Horace Harper, Artesia.
J. H. Mendenhall, Artesia.
William White, Eas Vegas.
H. W. Clark, Las Vegas.
David R. Iloyd, Albuquerque.
Wm. Hardwicke, Denver.
J. T. Harden, Kansas City,
W. E. Stewart, Wichita.
F. W. McNamara, Chicago.
J. U. Morris, New York.
E. E. Kempenich, Peralta.
W. O. Eogan, Eos l.unas.
J. H. Nations, El faso.
D. Aragon, Eos Lunas.
I. . I). Croxson .Pueblo.
Coney C. Brown, 32; John E. Griffith.
3,2 ; Isaac Earth, 32: Harry O.
Strong, 32; George II. Ilikel, 32;
William J. I.ucas, 32.
There will be no degree work this
evening, but a dance will he given at
the Cathedral, to members of the or-
der and their invited guests. The1
best of music will be in attendance,
mid a good time is anticipated.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.NEWS OF THE STATE FOR RENT - New modern
brick house southeast corner CapifolB. P. O. E.
j Santa Fe LodgeNo. grounds. Mrs. Geo. Al. Kinsell, Phone
460, B. P. O. E.. -'' '
holds its regular
esslon on the sec- HOOMS FOR MEN Newly furnish-on- d
and fourth 'd. light and airy, shower bath, use ot
Wednesday cf each library. Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson, corner
month. V 1 1 1 1 inn Grant and Johnson. Phone 270 J.
Jim, the nine years old son of Mr.
and Mrs. George Nelson, who live
west of town, had the misfortune to
break his left arm Sunday afternoon.
Logsdon was well liked by all the.
men of the train service and was
known to be of strict moral habits,
with every prospect for making a
successful railroad man. His many
MUSTACHED MEN
world's greatest fraternal and secret
order.
The following is the program for
Wednesday:
..Philosophical and Chivalric Degrees.
The Thirtieth degree, Knight Ka-dos-
will be exemplified by the fol-
lowing degree team:
Harry H. Donnan, l!2 Preceptor
First Apartment.
Charles M. Stauffer, S2
Spirit of the fast
Normal L. King, 112
Captain of the Guard
Second Apartment.
Thomas J. San lord, :V1 Ilierophant
Charles M. Stauffer. Sacrifice!'
Norman I.. King, 32
ARE ALL BARREDJim was playing "show man" and was
jumping trom a spring uoaiu, maiKii.o... ... iMw n -
from the sideboards of a wagon, toat the news of his unfortunate and brothers are lnvlt--ed and welcome, TYPEWRITERS
EDWARD P. DAVIES, Cleaned, adjustea and repaired. New
Pillar Iplatens furnished. Ribbons and sup--
the Hani, nf a hurro. The spring , untimely aeaui. nawu ruinsc
hnnrd tossed him further than he
exchcangedHas Pump Troubles.A. Feathers has had pump troubles, C. H. WILSON, i P'iea' Typewriters sold.calculated
on, and he fell with the
above result. Dr. Furay fixed him up Standard makes bandied.and lented.Secretary.
and he is getting along nicely. Lake-- : and will have to depend on nature
- lite. m-r- r voa r" 14a Till t. Ill All repair work and typewriters guar- -
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Exwood Progress. - - . U(Mlt(lnnnt of tna (5arU Santa Fe Camp
change, Phone 231 W.Third Apartment. 13514. M. W. a.
Detroit June 17. "i never did like
men with mustaches."
Pretty, Eunice Ormerod,
of St. Clemens! who with her
friend, Catherine Duhay, ran away
from the parental roofs in the Bath
City, and was found in Windsor, gave
abhorrence of hirsute adornment as the
original cause for her escapade. She
declared that for two years an un-
known man had frequently accosted
her while she was on her way to and
from school and that recently he had
become very bold.
So. when her friend, Catherine, de-
cided to leave home .she felt she ought
meets second Tues--
day each month, so PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Montezuma.
A. Singer, Albuquerque.
F. C. Shellhart, Albuquerque
W. .1. Stehle, Albuquerque.
F. H. Montgomery, St. Louis.
L. H. Clark. Los Angeles.
Manuel li. Vigil, Albuquerque.
O. L. Owen, City.
F. W. Drake, Hodges, N. M.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Robb, Albuquer-
que.
Mrs. A. .1. Green, Estancia.
Mr. Humphries, Maxwell.
Miss Humphreys, Maxwell.
G. H. Kingsbury, Topeka.
LeRoy Brock, Jemez, N. M.
O. .1. Durand, Albuquerque.
T. P. Canfield, Albuquerque.
Geo. Allen, Hodges.
James Barry, Denver.
Herbert. McGaffey, Hodges.
Wm. S. Thomas, Philadelphia.
F. S. Wight. Clayton, N. M.
L. C. Leonard. Endicott.
Charles Heinck, Denver.
E. L. Seekmann, Denver.
F. F. Downer. Pontiae. .Mich.
Arrested. work. He ordered wooden rods,
Deputy Sheriff Jose Armijo, of Mos-jbu- t they are slow in getting here,
quero was in Roy Tuesday and s Witty engine did not do the work
rested George Miller on a charge of ,110 expected of it, and on taking it
assault with a knife on Benigno Gon-jdow- he found many defects in it,Isand holes plugged and otherzales at Mosquero. We had never up
George was a bad man but chanical defects, so it was impossible
this looks like we might have to 'for it to do the work it was built for.
cial meeting third
Tuesday at Fire--1
man's Hall. Visit--
James A. Massie, 32.. Supreme Judge
John W. Mayes, 3!! I. G. II
First Frank Judge
James G. Fitch. 33 I. O. II
Second Frank Judge
Harold F. Coggeshall, 32
Third Frank Judge
Jay B. Sloan, 32.. Fourth Frank Judge
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,lng neighbors welcome.
A. u. wm rut-i- t, consul.
Mo una pnr nis n nee an unuer uvKe, A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.M P!l 11
" ... , I...,.,. n, p li.bu Alpheus A. Keen to run away with her in order to es- -
F. W. FARMERFifth Frank Judge ;cap4, ;ue mustache and attentions ofIt
seems Miller and a menu were iwun a lento aiuus m- - i....
at Mosquero when Gonzales started (The posts are green willow, most of
a row with Miller who drew a knife. which have sprouted, and he hopes to
T iHio Phil Miller of Mosnuero inter-!hav- e a row of trees around the place.
City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms 17-1- 8
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
G. W. PRICHARD.
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Court"
Norman L. King, 32 alio strange Mt. Clemens man. But
Provost of Justice jUOw Eunice is glad the Detroit police
Fourth Apartment. jhave her and that Traunt Officer Pat
Homestead No.
2879, Brother-- 1
hood of Amerl-- ,
can Yoemen.
f,.o,t nnri it is snid nunished Gonzales He has a little stuff planted that he (25.Preceptor.Harry H. Donnan, 32 Meets secondSheehan is going to see that she getsback home.Catherine Dubay is not: pleased. She and gives special attention to casesand fourth Mod- - before tbe state supreme Courtfor picking a quarrel with a cnppie.Anyway George had to go and see thejudge. Roy Spanish-America-
' It Beats All.
L. G. Fisher of Chicago, vice presi-
dent of the Rio Mimbres Irrigation
Office; Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.days of the
month at the
can water, and it is growing nicely.
Lordsburg Liberal.
Another Deming Fire.
The J. M. McDougal residence on
Ash street, between Copper and Iron
avenues, was completely destroyed
by lire Monday night, the Are being
caused by a defective flue, the
nearest fire plug was situated at the
Grammar school, three blocks away
Edward R. Paul, 32
First Sub Preceptor
James W. Chaves, 32
Second Sub Preceptor
John S. R. Hammitt, 32 Orator
Norman L. King, 32
Master of Ceremonies
Marvin G. Yates, 32
Lieutenant of the Guard
Michael O'Neill, 32 Expert
told the police that her mother and
stepfather did not treat her well. Her
stepfather is George Egloff, a Mt.
Clemens groceryman.
The disappearance of the two girls
caused something of a sensation in Mt. i
Fireman's Hall.
H. Foreman. R. L. Baca,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.company, is in the city inspecting the
rrfTTTTi
Chas. F. Eailcy, . Chat. H. Eatley,
EASLEY & EA'JLEY,
Attorneys-a- t aw.
Practice In the Courts and betera
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. li., branch Office, Et-cia- ,
N. II.
Santa Fe Lodge
No. 2, Knights of
Coronado Hotel.
Mrs. F. S. Merabal, San Rafael,
("has, Cist hrl. Madrid,
iyotiis Clow Lopez, Galisteo.
Pedro Lopez, Galisteo.
Lucia L. Esquebel, Tierra Amarilki.
Fares Saragoii, Raton.
Rosa Leston, Raton.
Frank Emerson, Pecos.
Mrs. L. Martinez, Espanola.
Ramon Salazar, Espanola.
S. O. Harlan, Albuquerque.
II. Neel, Santa Fe.
A. Garcia, Denver.
F. 11. Farnsworth, California.
Pythias meets
every Monday
from the scene of the fire. Only one
line of hose could be used and the
Clemens. That the two girls had been
lured by the stranger was the first
theory. Then cards bearing the names
and addresses of young Detroit men
were found in purses left at home by
the girls and the Detroit police were
James P. McNulty, 32
Asistant Expert
New Mexico Consistory No. 1. evening at 8 o'clock
Meeting in R.
' of P. Hall over
Kaune's store.
development work now in progress on
the Spalding-Fishe- r tract northwest of
here. Mr. Fisher has been coming to
Deming for the past twenty years, but
he smilingly admits that never has the
prosperity and progress of this sec-
tion so appealed to h!m as at the pres-
ent. Mr. Fisher is the original booster
of the valley of the Sunken River and
it was his forethought which secured
so large a tract of the best land In
the valley for future development,
and he is credited with the initiative
in obtaining the funds for turning the
tract into small, well developed and
productive farms to satisfy the ever
growing land hunger of the American
people Deming Graphic.
notified. Windsor was also notified
and Wednesday evening Chief Willis
and Officer Jones of the Windsor force
found the two girls at 28 Goyeau
Etreet. They had obtained work in
the Stevens Inn.
pressure was not-- sufficient to throw
the water more than thirty or forty
feet.
As soon as the spectacular part of
the blaze was at an end, the crowd
went home and left four volunteers to
complete the work of extinguishing
the smoulering ruins. The new poles
and cables of the telephone company
close to the fire were slightly dam-
aged. Deming Headlight.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Dentist
Over Spitz Jewelry Stor.
Rooms 1, 2 and S.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to J p
And by Appointment
All visiting
Knights are most
cordially invited.
A. P. HILL. C. C.
A. REINGARDT, K. of R. and 3.WALL STREET.
A WORKER APPRECIATES THIS,
Wm. Morris, a resident of Florence, rnAiEnriHL uniun ur wiicmwi - - itt rri ht TOregon, says: "For the last fourteen New York, N. Y., June 17. Pressure lodge No. 25a, holds Its regular;. C vJUrN I CKi ' L'm
years my kidneys and bladder lncapac- - lrom abroad and further bear selling, meeting on the first Thursday of each PHYSICAN and SURGEON,Rated me for all work. About eight i1!1Sp,i nn the sunreme court's latest month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
The followings are the officers of
the Consistory:
James A. Massie, 32, Master of
Harry S. Bowman, 32, Prior;
Harry IT. Donnan, 32, Preceptor; Em-me-
J. UeArcy, 32, Chancellor; Fred-tric-
Muller, 32, Almoner; Charles M.
Stauffer, 32, Minister of State: Melvin
T Dunlavy, 32, Registrar; Hiram B.
Cartwright, 32, Treasurer; Alan R.
McCord, 32, Primate; Wesley O. Con-
nor, Jr., 32, Master of Ceremonies:
Frank E. Andrews, 32, Expert; Ed-var-
R. Paul, 32, Assistant Expert;
Samuel G. Cartwright, 32. Captain of
the Guards; George A. Riddle, 32.
Sentinel.
The Thirty-firs- t degrees, Inspector
Inquisitor, will be conferred by the
following degree team:
Harry S. Bowman, 32 Husiris
John W. Mayes, 33, I. G. H Atum
Edmund C. Abbott, 32 Ma
Marvin G. Yates, 32 Isis
Edward R. Paul, 32 Nephthys
Wessley O. Connor, Jr., S2.Kehhsenuf
months ago I began using Foley Kid-- ! n,jng in the railroad cases, were Visiting brothers are invited and wel Rooms 18-1- 9 Laughlin Bldg. Calls
ney Pills, and they have done what j i:.rg,.y responsible for the early come. j promply attended day or night,
other medicines failed to do, and now weakness of the market. j BENITO ALARID, President j OFFICE HOTJnSS
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary. , 9 In If a. HI.. 2 to 4 0. m 7 10 8 P. HII am feeling fine. I recommend Foley American stocks were heavy in Lou- -
Muney ruia. ap"ai ruurnmty. don where renewaI of liquidation wal SHSTSw ODD r ELLOW8, lt will not pay you to waste yourreported ana in me eariy trailing mere
was considerable selling for London Santa 'Fe LodgT writin om ,,eglTHE WEATHER account.
Had Big Day.
Sunday was a thrilling day for Sil-
ver City people. The Lubin Stock
company enacted a drama at the
smelter below town, blew up the nar-
row gauge railroad bridge and two
large water tanks, and incidentally
furnished amusement for 2,000 people
scattered over the surrounding hills
watching the interesting events. A
riot scene, in which 200 men dressed
in old clothes took part, preceded the
explosion. Mason Kelly and E. A.
Blevins were pressed into service as
labor agitators, after which the en-
tire crew rushed up to the water
tanks, set fire to them and then, as
they rushed down the hill, the tanks
blew up. The sight was a beautiful
one, the tanks being shot fully 200
feet in the air and the rioters and
meets regularly WflbD you cau Bl iukiu ancauj pi lut-
ed at the New Mexican Printingevery Thursday evening at 8 o'clockWhen the offerings of the bears
fail-- I
ed to shake out any considerable vnl- - Visiting brothOnly 78 degrees was the high mark lQ Qdd Fellowg Ha
Shocking Death.
George logsdon, 23 years of age,
a switchman on the Santa Fe for the
past two years working out of Ra-
ton on the north division, was in-
stantly killed about 9 o'clock last
evening in the Trinidad yards. Logs-do-
was crushed to death between
the engine tender and a string of
freight cars into which the engine
backed. He was riding on the back
step of the tender as the engine
backed down to the water tank for
water. A switch which was sup-
posed to be closed waB set for the
siding onto which the engine ran and
the collision resulted, catching the
unfortunate man squarely and crush-";j- g
his body into an unrecogniable
mass. The remains are to be shipped
east this evening on No. 10 from Trini-
dad to Chanute, Kansas, where the
ume (,r 10S street iney .lasreneu iuyesterday afternoon that point being m aaya wj)coma
reached at 1:10 p. m. After that it n'er ana me nutlet auv,,m-- u ma
lmiflerl nn nnri there were showers terlally. A substitute in medicine Is neverfeaturesand thunderstorms in the eltv audi Some of yesterday's weakCharles M. Stauffer. 32 Tua-Mute- f for the benefit of the buyer. Never be
Hapi vicinity which kept the temperature became strong, especially V'nion Pa-
-
j pUrguaded to blly anything but Foley'sMelvin T. Dunlavy, 32.
Ira L. Grimshaw, 32... Amset down. The lowest on June lttth was cine, yum, 11 Honey and Tar Compound for coughs
James A. Rolls, 32 Horns: 56 degrees making an average for the j .Missouri i jciiic, men '" nnd co(is for children or for grown
...Thoth day of 67 degrees which is precisely Southern Pacific. New Haven madeEm mett J. DeArcy, 32.
Robert J. Crighton, 32 Anupu the figure established by June 16th
persons. It is prompt and effective.
It comes in a yellow package, with
beehive on carton. It contains no
oniates. Take no substitute for
an exceptional gain of 3 points.
Prices failed to hold at their belt
when demand lessened but the reeer- -
Hall of Equity. for the past 41 years. There was 0.1b
James A. Rolls, 32.. of an Inch ot ram tell yesteraay ana
mother of the young man resides. Venerable President the lowest temperature during the A. T., k S. F. R'Ysions were trifling and general sent.-- , --olpv.g m(ly and Tar Compound,ment still favored the long side. Thp Canital pharmacy.The dullness which came over theJohn W. Mayes, 33, I. G. H night was 54 degrees. 1 lie lowest atFirst Councillor the other stations was as touows
A mat-illr- . l'. llicmnrnlr RR- Ttnlsp Imurlat olirnurn hpnr spllin? r,r. the Work for tbe New Mexican. It IsEdmund C. Abbott, 32 ., , . ...... ....
56; Cheyenne. 48; Dodge City, 64: assumption that the immediate de-- j
TIME TABLE
Effective January 1st, 1913.
Second Councillor
spectators were covered with a show-
er of splinters and rocks. No one
was injured. The dynamite had to
be shot off with a gun as the cap and
fuse refused to do the work. On Mon-
day the old oil house at the smelter
was blown up as a part of the same
scene.
Mr. Fielding, it is said, finds the
country around here the richest in
material of any section he has visited
so far, and he i surely making the
best use of it. Nothing escapes bis
keen, penetrating observation and
everything seemingly is grist that
comes to his mill. Which proves the
genius of the man. Silver City En
working for you, for Sfenta Fe and
tbe new state.
Mother's Advice
To Her Daughter
A Real Live Doll to Fondle Is Woman'
Greatest Happiness.
Durango, 48; Flagstaff, 52; Grand
Junction, 64; Helena, 50; Kansas City,
76; Lander, 52;. Los Angeles, 56; Mo--
mand had been filled and that stocks
woud be taken on again at decide 1
cessions. Union Pacific, lehigh, NTaor fofir,Qn IVuPi Aria alwaysdena, 58; Phoenix, 74; Portland, 56; Canadian Pacific and Reading sold ajDrng results Try ItPueblo, 68; Rapid City, 58; Roseburg, p0jnt below the highest of the
52; Salt Lake, 68; San Francisco, o; j,le
58; Winne- -Spokane, 48; Tonopah The market cloBed firm. Covering
of shorts began again in the closing
hours. This buying filled up the list
smartly toward the close.
Wffitemorels
ft Shoe Polishes -
FINEST QUALITY LARGEST VARIETY
Emmett J. DeArcy, 32
Provost Marshal
Robert V. Boyle, 32 Zarathustra
Margin G. Yates, 32 Manu
Edward R. Paul, 32 Confucious
Harry S. Bowman, 32 Moses
John S. R. Hammitt, 32 Minos
Wesley O. Connor, Jr., 32 Nnma
Charles M. Stauffer, 32 Alfred
The Thirty-secon- d degree. Master
of the Royal Secret, is composed of
the following degre team:
Charles A. Wheelon, 32
Master of Kadosh
John S. R. Hammitt, 32 Prior
Francis C. Wilson, 32 Preceptor
terprise.
mucca, 54.
Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Partly
cloudy and threatening with probably
local thunderstorms tonight or Wed-
nesday.
For New Mexico: Generally cloudy
with local thunderstorms in north and
east portions tonight or Wednesday.
Conditions.
UNCLE SAM WONT
STAND MASHERSnnu nf itio mnst ImoortiiTit mutt shunt
State of Ohio, city of Toledo, T.ucas
county, ss. iFrank J. Cheney makes oath that he j
is senior partne. of the firm of F. J. j
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
City of Toledf bounty and State
aforesaid, ano mat said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL-- 1
Detroit, June 17 Detroit flirts par-
ticularly those of the male sex, must Weslv O. Connor, Jr., 32 The center of low barometer islook out or Uncle Sam will get them.
which women concern themselves Is their
future status as a urandmother. And she
It wisdom itself who knows of or loams
of that famous remedy. Mother's Friend.
This Is an external application for the
abdominal muscles and breasts. It cer-
tainly baa a wonderful Influence, allays all
fear, banishes oil pain, la a most grateful
encouragement to the young, expectant
mother, and permits ber to go through the
period bappy In mind, free In body and
thna itmtinal to anticinate woman's great
3e1 LiSliU
rasn Rgr
r c ? '
m4tcs- - T
Bp' F!-j- ir
r J 1
Master of Ceremonies I. northern Arizona this morning,The guardians of the government
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to con-
nect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbuund.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.
No. 3 carries passengers to Albu-
querque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
Albuquerque with "Cut-off- "
train for Clovls and Pecos Val-
ley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
m.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 7 westbound car-
rying El Paso sleeper, alto No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
a. m.
Call "Central" forTrain
Reports.
John W. Mayes, 33, I. G. H.have decided that mashers who play Minister of Statetheir art on the steps or in Alan R. McCord. 32.the lobby of the postofflce, should be Master of the Guardsprosecuted. G. E. Matheson. assistantest happiness as nature intended she ahould.
whence a trough of low pressure ex-
tends northwest to Idaho and northern
Nevada. Scattered showers have oc-
curred over northern New Mexico,
northern Arizona, southern Utah,
North Dakota, Monfana and eastern
Washington, and some cloudiness ob- -
. . . 1. .. r , I. ! Mntnn Tnm.
LARS for each and every case of Ca-
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
ot HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6lh day of De-
cember, A. D. 18SC.
Guards of the Camp.The action of Mother's Friend makesto
the CU8t0dian of the federal building, has
n,,,ia fro nllnnt and ex Edward R. Paul, 32 ...Commander
Every Woman
"GILT EDGE" the only ladies' shoe lire Ming iliat
nonitivi'lv contAins Oil. Blacks and Polishe Inilum' '
and children's hoot and (dine, shines without rub- - '
bing. 5v. TRENCH GLOSS," inc.
"DUNDY" omhinatinn for cleaning and polishing j
all kinds of russet or tan shoes, ysc. "STAH" ize, I'.
"QUICK WHITE" (In HqnMfonn with
Ij deans and Hkltens dirty canvas fhoer. inc. Ac.
peratures remain moderate and In-- tea1-- '
A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
Is Interested and should
know about the wonderful
Marvel Wf-c-
cllned upward. conditions tavor j
threatening weather with local thun- - j
derstorms tonight or Wednesday. ally and acts directly upon the blood
placed three men on duty, and the
young men who congregate at the
postofflce, must seek new trysting
places.
Some time ago several male flirts
were taken into police court and fined
for accosting women about the federal
building. That practice was stopped
for a time, but with warmer weather
the lobby and stairways are again be-
coming lounging places for the suscep-
tible of heart Officials declare that
the flirts must move or go to jail.
ALSO" chain and whitens BUCK. NDBUCK.
pansion. Thna all strain and tension upon
the nerves and ligaments Is avoided, and.
In place of a period of discomfort and con-
sequent dn-a- it Is a season of calm repose
and Joyful expectation. '
There Is no nausea, no morning slcs-nes- s,
no nervous twitching, none of that
constant strain known to so many women,
hence Mother's Friend is really one of the
greatest blessings that conld be devised.
This splendid and certain remedy can bebad of any druggist at 1.00 a bottle, and
Is sure to prove of Inestimable value, not
only upon tbe mother, but upon tbe health
and fntur of tbe child. Write to Bradfleld
Begnlator Co., 132 Lamar Bldg., Atlanta,G, for their book to expectant mothers.
fc ; tj' oucnc and mucous suriaces 01 tne system, f SUEDE, annCNVS SHOES. In round white cakesA-- U 3 W
p:icki'din zinc boxi-ti- , with sioiipe, inc. In hand-
name, large aluminum boxes, with sponire. ix.Send for testimonials, free.F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Tak6 Hall's Family Pills for
Askyourdroeelstfor
. If he cannot sup-
ply the MARVEL.
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing oat your legal form
when you can get them already print-
ed at the New Mexican Printing con?
pany.
If jnnnlili'r Hnot kp Mil hinit you wild imtin In ftamiwlor full Filer. cliail-vi- , miU.
WIflTTEMORE BROS. 4 CO.,
20-2- 6 Albany Strwi, Cambridge, Mm.
The Oldest and Larxe.ii Matin fad urets tit
Shoe Polishes in the World.WJ)accept no other, tracaend stamp for book.MnwlCh.44E.2Mtt.r.
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Grocery, Bakery and Market.
Boston, Mass., June 17 The read- -Water Application Approved. i who liad been working on the honor
PANAMA HA
AT A BIG DISCOUNT
owing to an overstock. TAIL
AND DRESS HATS greatly redu... ...
price. ON UNTRIMMED SHAPES
10, 20 and 25 per cent discount. Don't
forget to get prices before purchasing
elsewhere.
MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEASTCORNER PLAZA.
pans at the I.amy road camp, violated mtvk.t in.e(.p( the booming canonhis pledge to the prison authorities am tile riiiging of hells in beginning
last night and left, for parts unknown. today the celebration of the 138th an
Slate Engineer .1. A. Wrench him ap
proved the application, No. 7t"i, of the
China Copper company. fr storage
water for a reservoir on Whitewater
niversary of the battle of Bunkerarroyo. in (Jrant county, near Santa
Rita. The maximum capacity of the
reservoir will he U 4 t ) acre feet.
Help build up Denver by buying Denver bread.
BLl' VOU CAN PET JUST AS
(IOOD FROM OUR BAKERY AND
THIS WILL HELP SANTA FE.
Are vou for Santa Feor Denver? Think it over.
Kstarso is a Mexican. 25 years of ago,
with black hr.ir and eyes, weighs
about 175. is Ave feet tea inches high,
r.nd very dark complexion. Warren
Me.Wanii is today sending out notices
to the peace officers of the str.te of-
fering $25 for the capture of the en- -
by former President Theodore Roose-
velt, Secretary of the Navy Josephus
Daniels, United States Treasurer John
Burke, former Governor of North Da-
kota.
Colonel Roosevelt favored a peace
Notaries Commissioned.
' The following notaries have
jcomniissioned by the governor
been
a v- -
was sent policy combined with a big navy.caped man. The prisoner
rence M. Burnet te, Albuquerque; C. D.
Wells. Clovis; Newton C. bight, Green-
ville; J. Henson Newell, Albuquerque;
John E. Priest, Anthony, Dona Ana
county; Anicelo Dustamanie, Pecos,
San .Miguel county.
Phone No. 4 ANDREWS plloneNo-- 4 up from Eddy comity February 4th. "i will never," said the colonel,1913, to serve from a year to a year j "consent to arbitrate questions of
and a half for abduelion, and if cap- - j vital honor and national interests,
tured now will have to serve his max-- 1 what is more, I know my countrymen
imum sentence with no good time al-- j will not consent, Uncle Sam will
lowances. There were fifteen con-- ! never arbitrate a slap in the face,
vtnlu wnrlrtrii in flip l.'linv CamD and !nrt in th'e last resort the navy isCaptain Brogan Resigns.The resignation of Captain William
W. Brogan, regimental staff otilcer,
which was tendered to Adjutant Gen
as thev were all honor men, there uncle Sam's punch
completely exhausted.
A statement issued by the Com-
merce Department, describes the situa-
tion as grave. Xot only will the gov-
ernment officers and employes, as
well as natives, have to eat seal meat
to live! unless relief is afforded quick-
ly, but the government's measures
for the protection of the seal herds
be seriously interfered with.
Unless a' vessel reaches the islands
by July 10, the census of the b"eal
herds contemplated by a treaty with
Japan, Russia and England cannot be
taken, because the enumerators for
this work are to go on the steamer.
After that date the seal harems begin
to break up, and an accurate count
.will be impossible. The salmon agents
and fur wardens also are practically
marking time In enforcing the laws
t ecause of a lack of funds.
were no armed guards.
Now In
HIS TROUBLE
NOT OF HEART
Real Facts In Regard To P. R.
Buffman's Illness. Relief Ob-
tained By Curing His
Stomach Ailments.
Waynesville.N. C Mr. F. R. Huffman,
of this city, says : " I suffered dreadfully
with what I thought was heart trouble,
and tried various medicines in vain.
After other remedies had failed, Hicd-ford- 's
Black-Draug- ht restored me to
health. 1 would not feel safe without
Black-Draug- ht in the house. I consider
it worth its weight in gold.
It cured my indigestion, and by this
means 1 was restored to health. I can
not express my gratitude for its benefits."
Good health depends on the condition
of your digestion. Poor digestion and
good health do not go together.
Thedford's Black-Draug- ht will
thoroughly cleanse and set in order your
digestive system.
It has done this for others, during the
past 70 years, and is today the most
popular vegetable liver remedy on the
market. Try it.
Insist on Thedford's. Price 25c
ALASKAN ISLANDERS WILL
STARVE UNLESS RELIEVED.
Washington, D. C, June 17. The
people of the Pribiloff Islands, Alaska,
would be saved from possible famine
and the necessity of eating only seal
meat if congress would immediately
take action on the sundry civil appro-
priation bill according to the Depart-
ment of Commerce, lood supplies on
the islands will last only about one
month longer, and no more can be
sent by the department until funds
are provided. It would be necessary
for a vessel to leave San Francisoo
by June 20 in order to reach there be-
fore July G.
The sundry civil bill is now in con-
ference between the house and senate,
with no immediate prospect for final
eral Brookes sometime last mouth, j
has been accepted and the adjutant
general has appointed James L. Sel- - j
CURRENCV BILL
AND MESSAGE
READV FRIDAV
State Bonds Sold Yesterday.
Yesterday was the date set for the
opening of bids on the $200,000 worth
of state highway bonds, the issuance,
of which was authorized at the lastSeason
legislature, and which were ordered Washington, D. C, June 17. Theft
igman to till vacancy, vapiam mu-ga- n
regretted his resignation, which
was due to ill health,
Boone Brought Back.
Captain Fred Fornoff arrived here
last night with Charles P. Boone,
wanted for grand larceny. He picked
RED, PINK AND WHITE.
THE CLARENDON GARDEN - Phone 12.
so issued by the state highway com- - currency reform plan will be present-missio-
Only one bid was made yes- - t0 tie house in an administration
terdav for these bonds before the state t,ju Representative Glass of Vir- -
Ioan commissioners. The law provides giniai t.uttirnlan of the house banking
that these four per cent bonds musthis man in El I'aso. Home twoup have
Work for the New Mexican. It is
working for you, for Santa Fe aud
the new state.
years ago Boone is anegeu iu " "" . -
and currency committee, on
Mr. Glass planned to confer again to-
day with President Wilson, though the
bill is now for all purposes complete.
President Wilson's message is to be
stolen a quantity of powder which nut, tne one om maue a iu. .,
He was caught 77 cents on tne aonar, ami me oa.t- -he sold for about $S0.
been shot through was, therefore, postponed until Julyat the time having
2, under authority given by the statute. presented to the house Friday
Work for the New Mexican. It is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
and
the
the
The board of loan commissioners ac-
cepted the bid of Kelly & Kelly, of
the leg, but succeeded in getting away
and skipping to old Mexico. Hearing
that. Boone was in El Paso, Captain
Pnmnif went nfter him. Boone will
the delay in the introduction of
bill is to permit precedence to
message.I Prepare Now! I Kansas City, for $170.1100 state bondsnext term of; at 5 per cent, tfie bidders also offer- -theoccurred near Cer- -be tried here atcourt. The theft
rillos.
ing to pay tne , expenses io prepaic
the bonds and paying $lO00 premium
for the same. These bonds are to
replace territorial bonds, the greater
part of which bear G percent interest.
' Convict Escapes.
Romulo Estarso, convict No. 15120,
See Johnson
The Roofman
For Leaky Roofs
ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE AND SANTA FE
(Montezuma Hotel)
LOCAL ITEMS.
N0NKINK
RUBBER HOSE
is the best that can
be produced. It Is
made by the Boston
Woven iiose& Rub-
ber Co., the largest
in the world. NON-KIN- K
is a superior
ly moulded pure
Para Rubber.
i
one of the handsomest on the cont-
inent in artistic finish. It portrays
Captain William Becknell of Franklin,
Father of the Santa Fe Trail," with
;four companions, leading the first
trading expedition to Santa Fe
.September 1, 1821. The program con- -
tains a map of the Santa Fe Trail.
showing the start at. Franklin and the
'
disposition. It contains an appropria
tion of $75,000 for the Alaskan fisher-
ies service, funds for which have been
IN TELEPHONING
The New Mexican, If your business
Is about advertising, subscriptions or
job work, please call up "286." If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "31 "
HOSE7-P- LY WRAPPED
A Remington
finish at the old Capital. New Mexico
Cantaloupes, 2 for 25c Andrews. was represented at the exercises by
A bath is twice as invigorating 8evera young ladies dressed in the
when you have a good long-hande- iC)Iorg of tn8 fltate and who sang songs
bath brush, with either straight r 0f the Santa Fe .trail. The entire
handles, at Zook's. gram was a big one iu point of e
Wednesday Night The Del-- , p0rtance an(j one more historic souve-phi-
Dancing club will give a dance of the old traiI itself
THE DAY IN CONGRESS.
Senate.
Met at noon.
Finance committee Democrats con-
tinued consideration of 'tariff bill
schedules.
Senator Smith, (Michigan, an)d Colt
testified before lobby investigating
committee.
Senator Chamberlain introduced bill
to authorize building of government
railway in Alaska.
A message from the Brazilian senate
txpressing gratification at the recep-
tion of Dr. Lauro Miller was read.
President Wilson nominated Thomas
Xelson Page, as ambassador to Italy,
and P, A. Stovall as minister to Swit-
zerland.
Senator Owen introduced a resolu-
tion to direct the secretary of com-
merce to investigate whether the price
of oil in Oklahoma was being arti-
ficially fixed.
Senator Hitchcock introduced am-
endments to tariff bill placing a grad-
uated income tax on $100,000,000 cor-
porations controlling more than one
quarter of the productions in their re-
spective lines.
Senator Borah demanded immediate
legislation on behalf of homestead
of Oregon, Idaho, and other
western states.
House.
Met at noon.
Representative Henry George, Jr.,
Twenty-firs- t Xew York district, sworn
in.
Request of Representative Henry
DANDY
Red Colorv
and a Popular
Seller with;
us for 5 years.
Fully Guar
anteed and
anHxtraCiood
Quality.
ivriter
Librarylor members only al the
Plusbuilding tomorrow evening, Wednes-- jday, June IS.FOR SALE All kinds of building
lumber. 311 Galisteo street.
No Meeting Tonight The meeting
of the chamber of commerce sched-- j
Don't think of. toilet soaps simpiy
as soap, but buy it because its cleans-
ing as well as its delightful properties.
Our soaps will please you. Zook's.
Lecture of Rare Merit The lec-
ture on Cleopatra, given last Satur-
day evening at the old Palace,
Fuller, of Boston, is pro
Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co. VisibleWritingand
Addinguled for tonight, has been postponed
one week and will be held on Tuesday
evening, June 24.
Cantaloupes You can get one, a
dozen or a crate at Andrews.
Bills Introduced Senator Catron
nounced by students who are capable
of judging, as being one of the finest
and most scholarly that has ever been
given in the city Mr. Fuller is a
man of culture and travel, and has
has introduced a bill to provide for been a student ot, nistory. mis mail-th- e
erection of a public building at ner of handling his subject not only1 Clavton. X M.. and a bill to grant an showed ins tnorougu Knowieuge or meIt was The Palace Hotel,
IT IS 3STOW
THE DE VARGAS
history of Egypt and Rome of that
time, but he has the remarkable fac-
ulty of imparting in a fascinating
way, what he has studied. The char-
acter of Cleopatra Is one of the most
interesting in the contemporaneous
history of those high in Roman af-
fairs, whom she enamored, and being
a woman of great gifts of intellect, as
well as of personal beauty, and hav
for printing 100,000 copies of money
trust investigation committees report
objected to.
Representative Humphrey introdu-
ced a bill to present representatives
elected to fill an unexpired term from
increase of pension to Eugenia Chaves
de Montano.
Coleman Rearrested. George Cole-
man who escaped from the Santa Fe
jail last week was arrested yesterday
at Albuquerque, and was brought back
to Santa Fe last night by Sheriff
Closson.
Plaza Fete, Thursday, June 26.
The Woman's Board of Trade have
now decided to hold the Plaza Fete
on Thursday, June 26, and further an-
nouncements of the full arrangements
for that event will be made .later. It
will be remembered that this fete was
postponed on account of the rain and
drawing salary from time seat was va- -
ing a towering ambition to make her-- j cant
VV. G. SARGENT, Proprietor.
W. H. MENDENHALL, Business Manager.
Representative Campbell introdu-
ced a bill to reduce number of repre-
sentatives to 223 after March S, 1917.
Adjourned at 3:43 p. m. until 10
(i clock Friday.
self and her country great in the
world of that period, she will live as
one of the remarkable women of all
time. Mr. and Mrs. Fuller left Sun-
day for a visit to other portions of
the west, and the wish is expressed
Here is the machine which will do everything that any typewriter
has ever done; which will write straightaway or tabulate, in one or many
columns; which will do any tabular work, however intricate, with the
spe-;- of ordinary writing;
Which will write and add, and add when It writes, in one column
or as many columns as the paper will hold;
Which will subtract as easily as it adds, in all or any columns where
adding is done;
Which is a complete billing, tabulating, adding and subtracting
machine all in one;
Which is also a complete auditing machine accurate itself and
exacting accuracy from those who use it, which will detect errors
and prevent errors as well;
Which establishes a new standard of time and labor saving in every
variety of combined writing and adding work.
Rem i ngt o nAdding and Subtracting Typewriter
(Wahl Adding Mechanism)
Remington Typewriter Company(Incorporated)
1645 Champa Street,' Denver, Colorado.
i here that Santa Fe might have the influence FOR SALE
privilege of their presence and com- - )N y s DISSOLUTION.
The De Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style and
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
papered. Many private baths and all the com-
forts of a first-cla- ss hotel.
pany at some no distant time in the Washington, D. C, June 17. Judgefuture. Rnht. S. Covert, chairman for tha
INCOME TAX ON
CORPORATIONS
NOW PROPOSED
Union Pacific company issued a long
statement in New York this after-
noon saying in effect that the Union
Pacific and Southern Pacific authori-
ties have been approached by various
persons unnamed professing to have
influence which they would bring to
bear in the matter of the U. P. and
S. P. dissolution proceedings provid-
ing he applied to certain lawyers. He
added that these offers were invari-
ably rejected as the result of which
storms of last week.
$25 Reward Inquire throughout
your neighborhood for my boy, Roscoe
Culley, age 15 years. Riding bicycle
when he left home In shirt sleeves;
check shirt, black hat. Left Ellendale,
Tenn., May loth, tell his boy friends
that he was going to Mississippi. Dark
hair, grey eyes and slender form. You
will 'do me a favor that will not be
forgotten if you will help me find him.
Has two scars "on forearm caused
from barbed wire. X. D. Culley, Ellen-dale- ,
Tenn.
There is surely something doing in
fruits and vegetables at Andrews'
these days, drop in.
Leap Year Makes a Difference
Last year in June there were 40 mar-
riages recorded iu Santa Fe county.
This year, with the mouth of June
Washington, D. C, June 17. A gra-
duated tax on corporations having a
capital stock of more than $1,000,000
and controlling more than one fourth
of the production of their respective
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
to the finance presumably many rumors were circu-Senat-
Hitch- - iated reflecting upon Union Pacific
lines, wps proposed
committee today by
and Southern Pacific.cock, from the floor of the senate. lie
stated that because the committee had
tover half gone there have been only
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Soto Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
41 FaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
rejected his approval to lay a special
tax upon the "Tobacco trust" he of-
fered the new amendment as a sub-
stitute.
"I propose to take these amend-
ments to the Democratic caucus, it
the finance committee rejects them,
and to carry them to the floor of the
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Call for Bids.
Notice is hereby given that sealed
proposals will be received by the may-
or and city council of the city of San-
ta Fe, at 7:30 p. m. on the 8th day of
July, A. D.. 1913, at the council cham-
ber in the county court house in the
city of Santa Fe, for the construction
of a reinforced concrete baud stand,
7 licenses issued. The conclusion
seems to be that the difference is
due to the fact that 1912 was leap
year. This is strengthened by the
report in the daily papers the other
day that when an humble shingle
weaver advertised for a wife he got
Phone Black
45LEO HERSCHPhone Black45 39 applicants in less time than ittakeB to say Jack Robinson.Try our Benzoin, Witch Hazel and
Almond Cream, nothing better can be
used pn hands and face. Zook's Phar-
macy.
Funeral of George Ward. The fun
senate itself, if necessary" declared
the Xebrasa senator as he faced Chair-
man Simmons of the finance commit-
tee.
Senator Hitchcock explained that
his new proposal to tax the "trusts'
provided that corporations controlling
one third of the production, the tax
with basement, to replace that now
existing in the plaza of said city.
Plans and specifications can be ex-
amined at the place of business of
the city clerk between the hours of
ft a. m., and 5 p. m., and copies of
same will be loaned to responsible
parties, in turn, for periods not to
exceed forty-eigh- t hours.
All bids must be made out on
blank forms provided for the pur
eral of George W. Ward of Las Vegas,
Tire Service You've Been Waiting For would be
fifteen per cent of their ne!
annual profits and on those control-
ling fifty per cent a tax of 25 per cent.
"XTew Y'ork papers have denounced
superintendent of the New Mexico
Asylum for the Insane, will be held
Thursday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock ac-
cording to reliable information receiv-
ed here today. The funeral will be in pose, copies of which can be procuredmy tobacco tax as socialistic saia from the city clerk upon application,
and must be presented to the coun-
cil by the bidders or their agents at
the above stated time and place, or
Senator Hitchcock.
"I am ready to accept anything so-
cialistic if it will do the work. I do
not think when we are faced with big
charge of the Masonic grand lodge of
New Mexico and quite a number who
ere here attending the Masonic reu-
nion will leave Thursday morning to
attend. Mr. Ward was a past grand
GET BUSY! PAINTING DAYS ARE HERE! It Is a mistaken notion
that you must paint your house white if you use white lead. You can
have any tint, any shade, and it lasts if you get It at your RELIABLE
HARDWARE STORE. Their white lead, linseed oil and pigments are
pure. As to their ready mixed paints, they are fresh; they sell too many
to keep them from one season to another nuf sed.
As to their paint brushes, no matter what you pay for them, they
are healthy, I mean they haven't got the mange their hair sticks. Take
my tip before brightening up talk paint to
Your Reliable Hardware Store.
may be mailed in sealed envelopes ad-- 1
corporations monopolizing products6ood Year
render you the ut-
most in tire service.
To guide in the
care of tires. To
supply the means
for promptly repair-
ing an injury to
tires.
Let us show you
what these things
mean these new-typ- e
tires, this per-
fect service. Let us
bring you lower
cost per mile.
There are ways
we know to save
motorists a good
part of their tire
upkeep.
One of these is
tires which can't
rim-cu- t these ten
per cent oversize
tires
tires, because of
these savings; now
outsell all others.
Another way is to
No -- Rim Cut
Tires
master of the Masonic grand lodge
of New Mexico.
Andrews' Special Tomorrow only
7 bars Pearl White soap 25c; 8 bars
Diamond "C" soap 25c.
New Mexico Was Represented At
the recent, celebration of the marking
in defiance of law and public opinion
and the spirit of decrees of courts,
we should be too squeamish about the
method adopted for dealing with them.
The amendment was formally re-
ferred to the finance committee. v
dressed to the Hon. Celso Lopez, may-
or, who shall present said bids as
above stated. All bids will be plain-
ly marked on the wrapper "Bid for
Construction of Band Stand," and will
be unsealed and the contents publicly
announced at the above named time
and place.
The right is reserved to reject any
WITH OR WITHOUT
ttkmNON-SKI- TREADS. of the beginning of the Santa Fe trail Is irt&iwn' witor all bids.It will not pay you to waste youitime writing out your legal formB
when you get them already printed
at the New Mexican Printing
at Franklin, Missouri, a beautiful pro-
gram of the event was issued. The
program contains a half tone cut of
the bronze tablet that marks a big
boulder at that place. The tablet is
CELSO LOPEZ,
Mayor.WOOD-DAVI- S HARDWARE CO.
FACUNDO ORTIZ, City Clerk.
A
AX
